Abhijit Surve()
6ft 3inches Tall......

Tall guys around the world are adored by all..
For they stand a good 6ft 3 inch tall..

When they walk around, with people on streets..
Their personality is different, they stand out complete..
For these tall giants, grow as long as they can..
In crowd of small boys, they stand tall as a man..

They carry a body, a physique so strong..
Perfect blue eyes, long hairs, nothing is wrong..
A Perfect 10 looks, they are what a girl likes..
When driving fast cars, and riding cool bikes..

Girls praise their charms, Girls love their looks..
They're knights in shining armor from fairy tale books..
They are hot as fire, like ice they're cool..
When it comes to a girls heart, they always rule..

Tall guys like these hold your feelings for ransom..
For girls may love a fool, if he's tall, dark and handsome..
But are all tall guys, everything that a girl needs..
Do they posses the love, emotions and good deeds..

Taller then others they think they get to see more..
But can they see the sun after it sets by the shore..
Being taller then others gives them a special pride..
But does this mean you're smarter, f you're 2 feet more wide..?

Being taller then others doesn’t give your life the fab..
We know how do you adjust in the back seat of a cab..
So don't be so proud of the fact that you are so tall..
For when you'll be old, you'll lump and you'll crawl..

For all girls who think tall and handsome always rules..
when it comes to wise thinking, they compete with fools..
Shorter guys like us can beat them in every game..
If we prove ourselves, then you've got no one to blame..

God made the world tall and short for a reason..
You can spot the need, only if you have the vision..
What is the difference between short and tall..
Does tall means everything and short's nothing at all..

So my dear girls, don’t fall only for tall boys..
Just trust us once, and you'll have a good choice..
Prince charming of your dreams, we also can be..
When the love in our heart is taller then 6ft 3..

Abhijit Surve
A Beautiful Mistake...

You've lifted my spirit higher then the sky,
To a world unknown you've helped me fly..
But some day will come when you'll just go by,
Though I keep asking but I don't know why..

You give me comfort in a way that you treat,
Candle that's burning is one that you lit.
You've stolen my soul every ounce of it,
But i don't know why it never hurt a bit..

You've given me delight and happiness unbound,
Always by my side whenever I turned around..
You're up there flying and I am on the ground,
But i don't know how do I manage to hound..

You speak a tone that flutters in my ears,
The strength that I get to face all my fears..
Sometimes your words do bring me to tears,
But I feel I've been listening this for years..

You help me forget all the problems I cart,
Source of my power, you've been from the start..
Knowing you won't always be close to my heart,
But I don't know why still I miss this part..

I can neither see my future nor do i want to,
All I care about is today I'm holding you..
You'll soon go away to begin something new,
But i don't know why my eyes look for you..

Don't question my love if it's true or fake,
Open your heart, see the difference it makes..
All my life I'll wait for my angel to wake,
Don't get me wrong for my beautiful mistake..

Abhijit Surve
A Compliment 4 U...

You smile like a flower blooming in spring,
You shine like a diamond on a golden ring..
You sound like a nightingale whenever you talk,
You ballet like a dancer whenever you walk..

Twinkling like stars are your two beautiful eyes,  
Chubby cheeks are sweetness multiplied twice..
Your hairs are like crazy wild veins intervened,
But still they resemble the crown of a queen..

Clothes that you carry seem to be always better,  
Every day is something new, you are a trend setter..
Adding glitter to your legs are the anklets you wear,
You steal all the beauty and this is not fair..

Beautiful is your nature so serene and so pure,  
A touch of arrogance makes you that much allure..
So tender, so soft your glossy skin is like silk,
So bright, so white flows right through like milk..

Then the most beautiful thing that lies inside you,  
Is the beauty of your heart, if only people knew..  
They’d see right here standing what they fail to see,  
One day they’ll witness you as you appear to me..

Believe me when I say that your looks are refined,  
With you I’ll start when inner beauty is defined..  
A Beauty so blinding, just don’t know what to do,  
All that I can add here is a compliment or two..

Abhijit Surve
A Gift..

Aimlessly chasing trying to catch the wind,
A tight situation now I find myself in..
Opportunities are lost, cannot be rescind,
My chances of revival are seemingly thin..

All my luck is gone nothing left anymore,
Popped up and out through my front door..
Thin granules slip right through my hand,
Like a child, in vain, is grasping sand..

To hold my belief is impossible to achieve,
Life's taken a u turn, it's hard to believe..
Like a ball of dust decaying on the shelf,
Here I am stranded all alone left to myself..

For once when I could never make up my mind,
Towards me, she always kept her heart confined..
Sweet memories she refused to leave behind,
Her love for me has always been so very kind..

One credence amid this all is what I know,
Something about me she would never let go..
To save me she would cross the borderline,
Raise me upbeat never let my spirit undermine..

Her faith in my love does help me reclaim,
Life without her will never ever be the same..
I'll fight really hard in order to contain,
Her true love, I acquire shall always remain..

She does laugh and cry with the words i write,
Her affect on me is truly profound and right..
Her eyes when wet ask the real me to come out,
Shower her with new smiles and end this drought..

When I push her back she grabs my hand tight,
When I leave her in the dark, she brings me light..
When I poke her with thorns, she eases my pain,
When I leave her in dearth, she brings me rain..
I know I've done wrong by giving her tears,
Now it's time for me to bring back her cheers..
One thing she's been asking for all this while,
To use the weapon I possess to conquer my rile..

So now that I've kept her waiting for so long,
It's time to turn our lives in a beautiful song..
Gift her the present, she's been dying to see,
Bring cheers to her life, I'll give her the old me..

Abhijit Surve
A Hug And A Kiss....

You think you are bound by values that haunt,
By thoughts that tease and feelings which taunt..
Just think of our love that we shove and flaunt,
We are here together, what more do we want..

You think of the day when you'll walk away,
Don't worry my dear we are here forever to stay..
Everything that will happen will come our way,
Cause I've said something you still have to say..

You speak of the time when I won't be with you,
Tell yourself once there's one wish that is due..
The relation we share is innocent and true,
Cause you've come like an angel, if only you knew..

You see that our ways will soon fall apart,
One soul bound together then how can we part..
We talk direct from your heart to my heart,
See where we are now and from where did we start..

You keep talking of going away from me,
You are right by my side, is what I see..
The distance between us is visibly wee,
Hand in my hand as it is meant to be..

Don't keep talking about all that we'll miss,
Think of our present and this moment of bliss..
Just to bring our heart and soul to peace,
All I ask from you is a hug and a kiss..
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A New World...

Every morning with its pleasant sunrise,
gives birth to a day in a sweet disguise..
Amazing us with it's wonderful love,
Is the bliss in the mild golden sky above..

It's warm affection Slowly making us feel,
The treasures of life so very hard to steal..
It teaches us the true flavor of being alive,
As the rising sun soars it says us to thrive..

Birds come singing a heart soothing song,
Inspiring us all to join them along..
Blue skies reflecting the eternal light,
Clear clouds signifying, the future's bright..

Fresh flowers blooming in a colorful field,
Each color emanating new ideas to yield..
Eminent mountains with arms stretched wide,
Symbolizing the true meaning of pride..

The moment you breathe the fresh air in,
Compassion ignites your spirit within..
Novelty flows right through your vein,
Rejuvenating nerves linked to your brain..

Gushing down the hill like a stream,
Reality evolves, from a morning dream..
Lone tree standing tall atop a windy hill,
Shows true courage and the power of will..

Absorb the power, nature brings to you,
Realize your dream, make perception's true..
Learn from the good deeds you pursue,
You'll soon see a world you've built, is new..
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Hey girl! hi there, do you remember me? 
I'm yours truly who writes you poetry..
Some very special while others were rife,
Poems expressing love, poems bearing life..

Been a while, since I last wrote to you,
It's high time now that a poem is due..
I am just thinking what to write next,
Fumbling with words on a white paper text..

Something about us, this distance and time,
Thinking of pieces that are easy to rhyme..
Or may be I'll write about what we miss,
Or just in general like about world peace..

What do you suggest? should I write about,
I'll follow what you'll say without a doubt..
I don't know, its hard to make up my mind,
Tangled in thoughts and topics of all kind..

Shall I write how much I love you even more,
But then I've already written it before..
Or about bright skies and twinkling night,
May be about the uncertainties which fright..

These words I scribbled as they appeared to me,
I soon realized they had turned to a poetry..
So now you see how my thoughts play around,
I've sung you a song and not heard my own sound..
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A Shattered Heart...

A sweet smile lying on your lips,
Soft, gentle touch of your finger tips..
Valiant dreams which you made me see,
Makes me feel now as though I'm free..

Warmth of tender words cast a spell,
The fragrance in you is all I smell..
Shadow of light guarding me through,
The love in you will always be true..

The fire that burns in your eyes,
Has woken me up from my demise..
A flow of solace quenching my soul,
Filling emotions in an empty bowl..

The path on which you carry me,
Cleanses me of all the uncertainty..
Leads me around as you please,
Assuring along it's not a tease..

A thought of your humble presence,
Rejuvenates my heart in every sense..
Gives me happiness and true pleasure,
Much beyond the bound limits of measure..

My faith in you is something I trust,
Loving you always for me is a must..
You've stopped me from falling apart,
Slowly put together a shattered heart..
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A Soul God Molded

The brightness of a thousand skies,
Reflecting inside your beautiful eye's..
As the fragrance of your presence looms,
The flower of my true love blooms..

The warmth of your ever craving desire,
Is noble enough to light my fire..
Bold impressions of your supple feet,
Makes my lone world feel complete..

Even more then what I could believe,
Experiencing all the moments you give..
Waking up and alive, giving me a start,
Pumping more life in my dying heart..

Letting me feel the beauty of you,
Painting my life with a shade of new..
Opening your arms, lending me a chance,
Upholding rhythms, make my feet dance..

Showing me a today, I never knew before,
What else can I ask if I ever want more..
My life would be full with you beside,
Warm in your arms is where I'd reside..

So much and more, none could compare,
Endless love of seven lives to share..
I gazed in you and a beauty unfolded,
Dwelling inside was a soul god molded..
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A Star In My Life...

Walking down the midnight aisle,
I heard a silent whispering smile..
Looked around, no shadow in sight,
Seen smirking in the moonlight..

Then again I heard her giggle out,
And lucid it was, without a doubt..
I looked upwards, was curious to see,
A bright little star smiling at me..

Asked her why? this gesture was made,
Such a blissful emotion was sprayed..
Upon someone whom she hardly knew,
What's the reason? cause I had no clue..

She twinkled once, she twinkled twice,
Then suddenly, to my surprise..
She was closing down to the ground,
Lightening all of the world around..

She came down close to me and stood,
Kissed my cheeks before I understood..
Laying her head on my chest she rested,
All my rile was delicately bested..

Soon I realized this wasn't a dream,
Was all part of this heavenly scheme..
To gift me with love and bless my life,
To add a new flavor to what was rife..

She then held all my emotions at bay,
Until the break of dawn next day..
I was smiling as my wish came true,
And I saw me resting right beside you..
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A Tear In Your Eye.....

Never before did I see my sweet angel cry,
But today I observed a tear in her eye..
Drops of crystal dripping down her cheek,
Every dropp I witnessed was making me weak..

Every tear pierced like an arrow into my heart,
The fact that in this I did play a big part..
Knew she had tears for me and I am at fault,
All senses arrested my world came to a halt..

She is hurt deep inside and it's all because of me,
What i thought was good turned out to be a bad company..
I would never imagine, seeing her cry for so long,
Wanted to set things right but ended up doing wrong..

Dear angel I am sorry if my love is hurting you,
This is giving you such a pain if only i knew..
I would never had expressed what's there in my mind,
Would've kept our friendship ahead and my love behind..

Now that you know it, please understand certain things,
A tender heart is what's special in us human beings..
I love you, for who you are, my love is unconditional,
Content with what we are don't want anything additional..

Would never want anything more if it is not in your hand,
Please believe my words dear I do completely understand..
Certain decisions in life are best left to our fate,
If my love for you is true then you'll open the gate..

You'll let me into your heart and love me the same,
If this isn't my destiny then there's no one I'd blame..
Please don't hurt yourself dear and please don't ever cry,
I don't want to see another tear dropp in your eye..

Now make me a promise you'll set your self free,
From all sorrows and problems when you are with me..
You are my sweetie pie and the angel of my eye,
Bring a smile on your face, hold my hand and we shall fly..
A Wild Thought.........

what if i have no poem for you today..
i have no rhymes, no words to say..
The words i write will never be..
i will have no Poetry..

I have no poem to define my soul..
In rhythms and rhymes, i may play no role..
I may have no words for what is going around..
My thoughts are lost, they would never be found..
i may never be able, to find the missing link..
what if emotions are lost which help me think..

I may never write these words that always please..
I may never write these words which sometimes tease..
I use to write in most simplest of ways..
I do not know how, I will get through these days..
How will i explain my sweetest dreams..
Who will listen to my heart's quite screams..

i know, i always, do give it a fight..
i always stand, by what is right..
this world is not only about me..
Let this poem be what sets me free..
I know people who read this will say..
This boy, he knows where his heart does lay..
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A Wish..

At times I do wonder is it all a fair trade,
Does god hear them all when wishes are made..
If he ever was to hear what I really desire,
I'd wish for a smile that others would admire..

I'd wish some care for all broken hearts,
Glued bonding of love to join their parts..
I'd wish for happiness and fill up the oceans,
Unwind minds and load them with notions..

I'd wish for days to stay sunny and bright,
Ask the skies to shower rain only at night..
But then I'd also wish for a clear night soon,
Some sparkling stars lining the silver moon..

Of course I'd wish for my family and friends,
For peace and brotherhood, one that never ends..
I'd wish for the strength that would unite us all,
A facade so strong that would never crumble and fall..

I'd wish to bring the blue heaven on this earth,
A flood of divine thoughts to end this dearth..
I'd wish for it all that would change us for good,
For all those in need I'd wish shelter and food..

I'd wish for all pleasures and luxuries I could get,
For a view of every sunrise and every sunset..
I'd wish for icy mountains, clear rivers and snow,
Ask for everything I know and never let it go..

I'd wish for moments forming great memories,
In numbers exceeding myriad waves of the seas..
I'd wish for all your love until my last breath,
Then again Wish you back if there's life after death..
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Always By Your Side.....

I haven’t once left you alone and never will do,
I'll never go away cause my loyalty is to you..
I do hope you know me well to understand my love,
Feelings that I heave and the emotions that i shove..

I can see that you are hurt and feel your pain,
I know you inside out so just don’t hide or lain..
The moment you are sad i start sensing the same,
So whenever you need a smile just call my name..

Don't be afraid of failure, don't sulk and frown,
I'll face all your fears and won't let you down..
All i want you to do is you just hold my hand,
Right between you and your tears bravely I'll stand..

No problems in your life, can stand in my way,
Each problem will die on every counting day..
I'll not allow your worries to decide your fate,
Never permit your qualms to use you as a bait..

Just lay on my shoulders, these burdens you bare,
For I am your guardian, Who will always be there..
I'm always here by your side, just feel my touch,
The beat in your heart that loves you so much..

I'll fight for your joy till the time I hold my breath,
I'll still continue the struggle even after my death..
Because I love you a lot and that's never going to die,
Even when my chapters closed and I join the stars in the sky..

Abhijit Surve
As I Always Do...

A thousand kisses will never be,
Enough to satisfy my craving heart's plea..
Tomorrow will be the day I love you more,
Than today or yesterday or ever before..

Words and phrases will never do,
What my heart feels so deeply for you..
Deeper and deeper my feelings go,
My head is spinning too and fro..

I want you here, forever and more,
For our hearts to join and together explore..
Our hearts do beat and beat as one,
Feel what I'm feeling, it's only begun..

Yet, slowly my desire turns to rage,
My heart feels as though it's within a cage..
You are so close and yet so far,
At times like this I wish upon a star..

I wish you were here and not over there,
Yet life is hard as well as unfair..
All I can do is just wish and wait,
Until we meet again as that is our fate..

I love you more than my words can say,
My love will grow with each passing day..
Until the day I gently hold your face,
Kiss your lips within a candle lit place..

Hold you close and feel you near,
Kiss your cheek and whisper in your ear..
I'll wish for that moment as I always do,
I've wished upon a star, so will come true..

Abhijit Surve
As I Lay Here...

As i lay here every night after night,
Days growing hard difficult to fight..
But a simple thought that rejuvenates,
Giving up in life is what she hates..

As I lay here when the sun shines bright,
Struggling to place everything right..
But a simple thought that gives strength,
To make things right she'd go any length..

As I lay here lost deep in memories,
Digging out odd problems and worries..
But a simple thought makes me feel good,
Giving me courage, by my side she stood..

As I lay here thinking of time left still,
Fighting a battle with an injured will..
But a simple thought is enough to heal,
How intense the war she'd fight with zeal..

As I lay here with a world full of flaws,
Trying to cope up with these unruly laws..
But a simple thought says its all fair,
Only about our lives is what she'd care..

As I lay here when the rain pours down,
I keep on expressing nothing but frown..
But a simple thought brings back the smile,
She's not gone far, she'll return in a while..

Abhijit Surve
Ask No Question...

Please don't let go, please hold me near,
Our strength is holding each others tear..
Please don't let go, the picture is clear,
The smile that we share is wide and sheer..

I try hard to imagine you beside me everyday,
In my heart i know that time isn't far away..
To be close to you is what I always pray,
A place in your heart is all I need to stay..

Don't take away what's always been mine,
It's you with whom I feel my life's just fine..
Cheer up, sing and dance don't sulk and pine,
You still have a great life waiting inline..

I'll love you always, dont tell me otherwise,
Just glance deep and see the love in my eyes..
I am all that is true, there is no hidden lies,
Emotions of my heart is what my speech implies..

Ever since i saw you, i knew it was meant to be,
Knew that God put an angel on earth just for me..
This angel spreading her wings is all i can see,
Flying right across the skies careless and free..

To get what you want has always been a fight,
I'm a man who has the world in a lover's sight..
Please don't let me go I’m holding on so tight,
Please don't ask a question if it's wrong or right..
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Be My Valentine....

When i woke up this morning, felt something on my face,
Saw myself in the mirror, it wasn't hard to trace..
It was a feeling in disguise, dripping down my eyes,
Resting on my cheeks, in a smile is where it lies..

I felt the moon and stars had come down close to me,
Kept rubbing hands to eyes cause i could hardly see..
Then when a tear dropp landed, right on my finger tip,
The feeling was uncovered when the tear dropp snip..

A cheerful breeze in the air, is what i felt all around,
My journey towards you is filled with happiness unbound..
Got my hands full of a feeling and a pinch of sweet emotion,
Just realized my dream is real, all it need's is your promotion..

The feeling that i carry, is everything that's true love,
All i ask is for your heart to hold it back and shove..
Some love from your tender heart right into my gentle arms,
Would impress you with my words if not with looks and charms..

Whenever, wherever you ask me to, i'll prove my love for you,
Whatever, however you want me to, i promise those things i'll do..
Never will ask a question or deny, neither a 'No' nor a 'Why',
Cause all that i see in your eye, is all that i know and imply..

So please open your heart, together we'll be just fine,
I would die to be all yours would you live to be all mine..
With courage gathered from my heart i ask this cozy line,
I propose to you my dear, 'Will you be my Valentine..? ? '
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Be Your Eternal Flame......

Absence of good creates an evil,
Faith vanishes in fear and peril..
Too wavering is a lone human mind,
Frightened by worries of all kind..

But sun shines brightly everyday,
With a message for us to stay away..
From darkness and sinister lies,
To keep life as clean as blue skies..

A human heart so subtle yet strong,
Sometimes thinks of right and wrong..
Goes down depressed in every thought,
In do's and dont's it remains caught..

But the clouds that form free in the sky,
Wavward, yet they keep flying high..
To tell us that life means to move on,
Soon after dusk what comes is a dawn..

We think we have no options in hand,
The more we struggle it's like quick sand..
We fall in deep and theres no way out,
It is certainly the end without a doubt..

But if you witness the fire that burns,
It will give you the desire that churns..
The last bit of courage residing in you,
This eternal flame will take you through..

I know good moments are scarce and slow,
The scope of improvement is very low..
Soon you'll see the situation change,
Happiness will be well within our range..

Give up your worries and learn to deem,
Life sails through how hard it may seem..
What if the situation is hopelessly same,
I'll burn for you, be your eternal flame..
Believe......

Why do we need, things the easy way..
Always being selfish, will never pay..
You need to get hurt, to know the pain..
Believe that the sun shines after the rain..
Why do we make our life a mess..
We target more, where we achieve less..
You need to achieve and take a stance..
Believe that life gives a second chance..

Why do we want out dreams to come true..
We know there's a destiny for me and you..
Good things do come to those who wait..
Believe true love never arrives too late..
Why do we always seek for an explanation..
We think we should be part of people's affection..
We never know what is lost until it's gone..
Believe a new day arrives with every dawn..

why do we think god never watches over us...
small issues in life create a greatest fuss..
We change our moods faster then the seasons..
Believe we a friend for a reason..
why dont we fall in love at first sight...
we do take revenge, we know it isn’t right..
Perform your act, this world is a stage...
Believe you'll get better with age..

Why do we never think us as a family..
we run away from life full of harmony..
We should try in making most of a beautiful day..
Believe nothings gone until every thing's ok..
Spread a smile, its very contagious..
Live a life outright, outrageous..
Accept the facts, keep no regrets..
Believe your life will get as good as it gets..

Believe you can always look on the bright side..
Believe that life is a roller coaster ride
Believe that you get as much as you give..
God will trust you, because you believe..

Abhijit Surve
Beyond Boundaries....... 

Beyond these boundaries that stay forbidden,
You'll find your very own affections are hidden..
Emotions of trust, true love and understanding,
Bound by desires and prejudiced commanding..

Beyond these boundaries in a dark closed cage,
Which holds your wisdom and all our knowledge..
Lies an openness with no bounded limitations,
This space well excels our own expectations..

Beyond these boundaries in close proximity,
Here we find the opened arms of infinity..
Opened wide across to give concern and care,
Then joined together to make a common prayer..

Beyond these boundaries in blue heaven above,
Float clouds of our deepest heartfelt love..
One for each emotion and acceptance of every kind,
Thousands in numbers, under one roof they bind....

Beyond these boundaries in small known sections,
Are all our strong impulses and immense reactions..
From within the coffers of our hearts they rise,
Courage makes us brave and ideas make us wise..

Beyond these boundaries is here where we find,
Confrontations of illusions and a stable mind..
This is where sole comfort rules over distress,
Failing all failures and hurdles in our success..

Beyond these boundaries are the green fresh fields,
Where crops of misery die and understanding yields..
This is where content is and no one steal or borrow,
A smile drinks our tears and joy over rules sorrow..

Beyond these boundaries is the infinite sparkling sky,
One shooting bright star not seen by our naked eye..
Chilling sounds from within remain unheard by our ear,
Unconditional boundaries would make this picture more clear..
When our mind says you can't, Our heart says we can,
Achieve the impossible never achieved by another man..
Strength to transform the storm in a pleasant breeze,
Bring the vision of our soul and our demons will seize..

Abhijit Surve
Beyond My Control.....

We put ourselves before another,
Stay closely affixed to each other..
There's no you and there's no me,
One soul, one heart, it's always we..

You are the strength I need to keep,
It's just your voice that lets me sleep..
The only reason that, I am not weak,
Are all those comforting words you speak..

The floor beneath just vanishes by,
When I am with you, I learn to fly..
Everything you do is fair and true,
The world you show has everything new..

I love you more, it's true, I swear,
Being the one who needs all your care..
Yes, it's your loss, of which I fear,
Precisely the reason I hold you dear..

Just hold me tight and never let me go,
Pull me close, speak the words I know..
The words of solace and comfort alike,
Those mesmerizing talks, is what i like..

Look at me at this beautiful wreak,
And glide your hands around my neck..
Wipe my tears that are seeping through,
And tell me, I'm the only one for you..

Living your life, breathing your breath,
Without you, I'd live a silent death..
You are my passion, you carry my soul,
I'm glued to this perception, beyond my control..

Abhijit Surve
Beyond Words.....

My eyes closed, lost in a dream of mine,
Under white clouds full of sparkling shine..
Anticipating the presence of someone sweet,
Quietly for an instance when we shall meet..

My soul is heard screaming out my love,
Needing and wanting for love you shove..
Longing and aching just for you to reach,
Hopping and waiting this wall will breach..

Singing and dancing to the tunes you strike,
Wishing and praying for a life you'd like..
Then take a step beyond the abyss sublime,
And get captured for this one moment in time..

Jointly working magic are your tender eyes,
When my soul hears your heartwarming cries..
Then soon you'll feel fluttering butterflies,
As together we fly away towards the skies..

I catch a glimpse of your beautiful world,
Gentle love from your eyes on me is hurled..
Holding your hand, pounding out a rhythm,
In sync i my destiny desiring for a chum..

Freely melt under a sweet touch so true,
And get morphed into a oneness with you..
A completeness you bring in me each day,
Is immeasurable beyond the words I say..

Abhijit Surve
By Your Side.....

Don’t let it go now, don’t say no way.
Don’t hide in a shadow, I’m here to stay..
Don’t worry, look in my eyes and heed,
We love each other, its all we need..

Don’t be shy, come out and let free,
Whatever's on your mind, speak to me..
Define the world, got nothing to prove,
I'm committed to you, you know its true..

Don’t hold a cover on your beautiful eyes,
Don’t stay bound, conquer the blue skies..
Don’t say a no, life's more about a yes,
What more will you get, is anyone's guess..

It's not too late, to start a new life,
You can take a baby step if not a strife..
Why think for the world who does not care,
If it's just you and me, it's nothing but fair..

Don't be afraid I'm here to protect you,
It's only about us and nothing else is due..
I'll hold you tight, no matter what we face,
If they pierce and stab, I'll still hold my place..

I'll be by your side wherever you are,
Close beside you, you'll never be too far..
So just close your eyes and listen to my heart,
I am holding your hand till death do us part..

Abhijit Surve
Children Today........

Amongst the concrete crevices, amidst the dark clouds unseen..
Dumps of choking smoke and gas, keeps swalloing them in..
Be happy its children's Day, our chacha nehru's birthday..
Its time for celebrations, but where do these children play..? ?

Unattended by fathers, left to fend their worried mothers..
Taking on the weight alone, with no hope of help from others..
Made to work with their tiny hands, right throughout the day..
If a child is meant for labour, then when do these children play..? ?

At least spare one thought, for the children of Poverty Street..
Homeless young teenagers and against the odds they must compete..
Stealing for food, drugs and alcohol, their life's too tough any way..
Born in such cruel conditions, then how do these children play..? ?

See the world in their innocent dreams, and tell me what is new..
Is it what time has done to them, or is it what they still believe..
They see love in our gentle hands, who guide them all their way..
Or may be strength in our watchful eyes, who always watch them play..

See them sing songs of delight, bop and hop without a fright..
Play with joy throughout the day, see sweet dreams by the night..
Give them sweet smiles as gifts, give them the pillow of comfort..
You will achieve to grant them love, put a little more effort..

Please give them a ray of light, don't close your eyes and sleep..
Give them hope for a better tommorow, for we have promises to keep..
If we spare a thought for these souls, then it should be no surprise..
The world would have been a better place, if we all had Children's eyes....
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Whenever you're close to me,
I know, you go warm inside..
So just let yourself free,
There is no reason to hide..

Butterflies within unfurl,
Still you try not to show..
Butterflies in me too curl,
Is what I want you to know..

When close to me you stand,
Why do you do what you do..
I simply don't understand,
The space between me and you..

What is there that stops,
Your loving heart to think..
As the gap between us crops,
Your cheeks go really pink..

Why is it whenever you talk,
About your worries and fears..
All these thoughts that stalk,
Soak your eyes with tears..

With me can't you be strong,
And rise up to a new dawn..
Why carry things for so long,
Just chuck them and move on..

Sometimes you randomly feel,
Things that you could've had..
Life around comes to a still,
Does all this make you sad..

Talk to your heart for a while,
And then you shall realize..
The worth of one good smile,
Happiness comes at no price..
I'm here to give you delight,
And treat you like a queen..
Make your world a beautiful site,
Where you have never been..

So now it's time to decide,
What you want from my love..
Keep all your worries aside,
Fly close to the stars above..

Abhijit Surve
Closer To You.....

Circumstances are hard to cope,
But I know I must not loose hope..
Time's wasted day in and day out,
Ideas have all begun to drought..

Theres work to do but not so good,
Yes I've tried as much as i could..
But repeating it all is to no avail,
All this has only helped back trail..

Now I feel its time to move on,
Think of new, whats gone is gone..
I'll see to it that I don't miss,
Something that is better then this..

Work really hard to achieve it all,
I'll run to win, I refuse to crawl..
Spent too long on this cross section,
It's time I choose a right direction..

Enough of all the waiting I've done,
World played its game, it is my turn..
But I know I have new challenges to face,
And I am not alone to run this race..

I assure that I'll give it a fight,
Face every hurdle with all my might..
Wipe out problems no matter how deep,
I know that I have promises to keep..

So when the sun shines next in the sky,
Bring my courage to its all time high..
And venture out to begin something new,
Something that brings me closer to you..

Abhijit Surve
Colors......

Come my friends, see the colors of life...
The Reds, The Blues, The Greens of life...
Every shade of color, shares a special place...
Each one resides in our hearts tiny space...

We are 'Yellow', as bright as sunlight...
Yellow is brave, gives our problems a fight...
'Green' is our dreams, with roots deep as a tree...
Fresh field of sunflowers, where we run care free...

'Black' is our worries, Black are our fears...
Black is the darkness, which brings us to tears...
'White' is our pure soul, the peace of our mind...
Our honesty, our humbleness, white makes us kind...

'Blue' is our prayers, made every second every hour...
Blue sky is our heaven, source of our devine power...
'Red' is our feelings, it relates to our heart...
Red is the color of love, where emotions play every part...

Life's color is of water, it is crystal clear...
Life blends with all colors, that makes it so dear...
Come sorrows, Come happiness, Come smiles, come tears...
My life is full of glitter and sparkles of cheers...

So come pick your color, from the shades you see...
Come paint your heart, come paint with me...
Add colors to life, give life a new meaning...
Blend a new color, give birth to a new feeling...

Abhijit Surve
Come Closer....... 

There was a time we had our dreams,  
Mirages of mind how real it seems..  
Trying to come out we knew full well,  
Our life would still be just a shell..  

The world keeps on turning everyday,  
it's all so very tiresome in any way..  
Same is with us, nothing's ever new,  
Keep on doing the same old thing we do.  

Over and over in time we begin again,  
For who we are and what we should gain..  
We give a sincere and honest go of it..  
Which makes the two of us a better fit..  

How long will it take for us to realize,  
This understanding comes at a great price..  
When will we finally come to our senses,  
Come closer by just breaking more fences..  

We have to break down these barriers now,  
We simply can't go on like this my love..  
I'm sure we'll find some other good way,  
To clearly hear to what our voices say..  

If either of us could accept the truth,  
We'll share and have love's sweet fruit..  
It is then when we will join our hearts,  
From here our true relationship starts.  

Then i'll comply and make promises to you  
Convince ourselves that our dream comes true..  
I'll make sure it's not an impossible climb,
It's something more than a passage of time.

Abhijit Surve
Come Into My World......

Come hold my hand and walk into my world,
Where feelings and emotions together are curled..
My world is untouched, colorful and bright,
Come see the sunshine and white moonlight..

My world is quite lonely though big and spacious,
Your presence will make it beautiful and gracious..
My world might just not be pretty, clean and neat,
But there's fragrance of love, the air smells sweet..

Come to my world and accompany me for a while,
We might just end up seeing each other in smile..
Lets have a good laugh or a cheer and a giggle,
My life has a question, come solve this riddle..

Come unlock my shackles and set my spirit free,
Enlighten my world, end the inner darkness in me..
Together we shall live in close comfort and pain,
Be with each other in storms, cold winters and rain..

Come with your smile, help me wipe away my tears,
Your presence will help me detain all my fears..
Come whisper in my ear, for your voice is so pure,
When my soul falls ill your soft touch is the cure..

My world may be simple with no boundaries or gate,
You'll find only love, there's no place for hate..
Stay forever with me, together we shall always be,
Trust in me, close your eyes and you'll see what i see..
Abhijit Surve
Come Live

The moon is deforming, hey wake up it's morning,
The clouds are reforming as the sky is adorning..
Now don't morn and pout cause we need to get out,
Please don't have a doubt what all this is about..

I need you to think smart, right from your heart,
Time has come to depart, come on let us start..
If you have made up your mind then we shall ply,
Let us get closer to the sky where you can fly..

I need you to glee, for everything you see,
Set yourself free when you're walking with me..
We'll walk on a bridge, right across the creek,
Where the road is sleek and the air is meek..

I need you to smile, little more for a while,
I need you to laugh for each passing mile..
We'll talk and we'll walk, all along the road,
This is the right mode to let your energy reload..

Now that we are there, where everything is fair,
There's no time to spare, got many things to share..
The first ray of light is all yours to imprison,
Look the sun has arisen at the point of horizon..

If your mind is in qualm then it is time to calm,
Raise each of your arm, hold this air in your palm..
Don't be afraid to try, go and capture the light,
I'll be always in your sight and hold you tight..

Now that we know our niche it is time to unleash,
Let your worries perish and then make your wish..
He'll answer your prayer, even if he does not heed,
To god I'll plead, for everything that you need..

Abhijit Surve
Dismantled Thoughts.....

Need to get rid of this agonizing pain,
Disgruntled thoughts are causing a strain..
My head is overloaded and about to drain,
Got to sit back and rewire my brain..

I think i have grown, people think i have not,
There's a need to resolve this confusing thought..
This conflict of minds is harming me a lot,
For i too am a human being, i am no robot..

Hard like a stone though feelings are there,
A smile on my face but happiness is nowhere..
Why is it always me, this is just not fair,
Why am i alone when people walk in a pair..

To like it or leave it, is what people say,
But can this be true, throughout the day..
If what you like does not come your way,
To bring it to you what price would you pay..

Will i never think of what is neat and prim,
Cause Whatever i think becomes dark and grim..
I will change my thoughts, how hard it may seem,
Cause i don't want to break a loved one's dream..

I did fall in love, not once but twice,
Got rated as affection in order to rationalize..
For i am emotional and don't think this is wise..
Cause all things in life have a practical size,

Yielding emotions and love is not my game,
I am too bad at it, got myself to blame..
There's no one around who considers my name,
If try n times, result would be the the same..

So now i will cherish whatever little i owe,
The relations i share with sweet people i know..
For i want them close to me till the time i go,
I would have all friends and a zero for a foe..
Don'T Ask Me Why.....

My love for you is more then you can measure,
Comfort you bring is something like leisure..
Your hope in my heart is my rarest treasure,
Your name on my tongue is a sweetest pleasure..

I want to see your face for all time what is due,
Now I just can't live for a moment without you..
All I've ever dreamed of a naive picture i drew,
You fit in perfectly fine, if only you knew..

You are in all that I do and everything I say,
The star of my night and the sunshine of my day..
You could never be replaced or just taken away,
Bring this world to your feet just come my way..

Make me feel so good in ecstacy is your brace,
A reminiscence revealed is a smile on your face..
A paradise unfolds makes my world a worthy place,
The dreams you see form a veracity which I chase..

My soul even more gets wrapped in a lovely bliss,
A tender loving touch is one thing I'll not miss..
A palpable divinity which brings my mind to peace,
My vision of embodied happiness complete with ease..

All i want from god is I wake up by your side,
Show my feelings for you no longer can i hide..
My love for you is true unbound like morning sky,
Just feel it in my eyes, and don't ever ask me why..

Abhijit Surve
Dream And Reality......

Under the sweet moonlight together,
Our bodies lie close to each other..
Spend time gazing from eye to eye,
We almost ignore the sparkling sky..

A perfect night, couldn't ask for more,
You and me laying by the shore..
The sand is warm and the air is cool,
With dazzling stars the sky is full..

But i find more glitter in your two eyes,
More then the sparkle in hundred such skies..
The joys of the world bundled in a smile,
The one you've been carrying for a while..

I get to sense such a beauty divine,
A touch from your soft, wet lips to mine..
No wonder i find complete serenity,
For this comes from our propinquity..

Is this a figment of my imagination,
My dreams and reality show a variation..
Dreams portray the closeness we share,
But reality proves we haven't reached there..

Abhijit Surve
Deep darkness blanketed my eyes, in my midnight sleep..
I know its no surprise, the real world took a leap..
I opened my eyes to a path, leading to a world of dreams..
The world of illusions and mirages, even how real it seems..

One blink of my eye it took, and my feet’s were off the ground..
Then suddenly i was flying, over this earth round and round..
I was not on my bed, i wasn't even in my room anymore..
I didn't know exactly where i was, but i knew i was here before..

Then when i came close to the stars, they ran away from me..
They kept pulling away in darkness, as far as i could see..
The moon soon came to help, enlightening my path with moonlight..
As i followed the moon in the sky, a brightest star came in my sight..

The star was twinkling sparks of ice, i kept gazing at her for a while..
Then suddenly emotions gave way, she gazed back at me with a smile..
She asked me where i was all this time, why it took me so long..
Her words came out like a rhyme, my ears were hearing her song..

My soul could feel her touch, as i took my hand towards her face..
I regret what took me so long to find this special place..
Her eyes said a thousand words, for all the while she kept quite..
Everything would just fall in place, there was no other prettier site..

A little scared but excited at the same time, i hold her in my arms..
we flew together across the oceans and over the hills and farms..
I never could have thought of a star, would come this close to me..
I believe this was my destiny, it was always meant to be..

Then suddenly the world flipped right back, and my eyes opened wide..
I tried finding my precious star, but she was no longer by my side..
I layed back still on my bed, studying my almost white ceiling..
Thinking of was it a dream, or was it just an uproar of a feeling..

Then a smile climbed on my cheeks, and my eyes were full of tears..
I saw the same star right out of my window, it finished all my fears..
I thought if this was real and there's something between me and you..
For this was not just a dream, Wondering..'What if, it is true.......'

Abhijit Surve
Everlasting Smile....

You greet me everyday with a smile on your face,
A smile full of affection, one can easily trace..
A smile that soothes your mood in different ways,
A smile for dull nights a smile for gloomy days..

A smile deep as the oceans on your lips you deploy,
Transforming murky gesture into an aura of joy..
A smile for every emotion is one preeminent ploy,
In a gale of sorrows it still floats like a buoy..

You mesmerize everyone with cheeky words you speak,
Your smile gets better with a everlasting streak..
Beautiful emotion of joy, always does the trick,
For an ailing heart in need of strength when it's weak..

Never give up on a wonderful smile that you carry,
It'll help you get through the situations that vary..
It'll give you courage when the future looks scary,
The smile that you present is simply extraordinary..

If you love your smile, God will love you even more,
More showers of happiness, he'll be ready to pour..
It'll help you to cure and heal all wounds which sore,
As it soothes my soul with bliss right to the core..

You've walked all this time never stopped for a while,
Your destination is close don't let your smile exile..
You have yet not reached, you may have another mile,
So please don't ever loose that everlasting smile..

Abhijit Surve
Fly With Me....

Wonderful feeling just meant to soar,
Destined never to touch the floor..
Beyond the rainbow it wills to rise,
Bound to reach the infinite skies..

Fly like those paper planes we play,
The way they guide their own pathway..
Swing like kites from left to right,
And towards the sky to touch sunlight..

In a wave of a cool and silent breeze,
The chill in the air fails to seize..
When it reaches the puffy white clouds,
A mist of purity upon itself, it shrouds..

Never does it find a moment to rest,
Fluttering wings on its magical quest..
No matter how hard I try to bind,
It's already left the ground behind..

I want you to grasp it's every piece,
With traps full of love and of peace..
Park yourself on it's back with ease,
Then zoom right over the seven seas..

Dreamers dream for a galaxy of stars,
Often desiring for the one that parse..
A glimpse of heaven before your eyes,
The glitter in the ever dazzling skies..

Searching for those wings you own,
traveling to paradises you've known..
Look at the sky every night and day,
Listen to the air what it has to say..

It'll come flowing from heaven above,
To say a word or two, just for my love..
Listen to the sound it'll set you free,
Send you flying towards the stars with me..
Fold Unfold.......  

My heart is collateral my mind is in doubt,  
Something is wrong that i don't know about..  
Not ready to accept neither do i deny,  
Got stuck in my thoughts and i don't know why..  

Eruptions of emotions from deep down inside,  
Hundreds and hundreds of feelings coincide..  
Reality and illusions are all messed right now,  
I am totally confused please help me baaw..  

Don't know what’s wrong or what is quite right,  
Bombarding of thoughts is giving me a fright..  
Have no where to go, got caught in quick sand,  
Please pull me out please lend me your hand..  

You are the only person, i know i can trust,  
I am tender inside the hard nut shell crust..  
No matter how hard i pretend that i am fine,  
I know i am not and the fault is all mine..  

One thing i admit, stands out of this all,  
The only reason i could, take this call..  
Is the fact that i know you will understand,  
As i am risking to break this tender strand..  

You said it is nothing but a mere attraction,  
That has rose because you showed some affection..  
This is a mirrage shown by a affected mind state,  
And it is just a phase which will die of late..  

But i don't know why i can’t agree to it all,  
I know what i've been through and suffered a fall..  
But it's not just the affection that made me think,
There is more to it, which has an unseen link..

Don't know if i am wrong for thinking about this,
Being with you has transformed my world to a bliss..
Something about you that has put me in this spot,
Are the striking similarities of our every thought..

But i respect the person to whom i relate so well,
In my life full of diamonds she is a crown jewel..
She has taught me to enjoy relations that we share,
Relations that are pure, untouched and fair..

So i accept the fact that i have a certain feeling,
But also realize the situation is not up healing..
I lend an innocent sorry for the mistakes on my part,
If my words have hurt even a small corner of your heart..

You are the sweetest person whom i adore a lot,
I promise i'll control every feeling and thought..
I'll assess the limits of our relation from here,
And promise to keep it all neat and clear..

Give me another chance, if i missed the last one,
For the sake of good times when we had lots of fun..
Right now i am vulnerable to thoughts of all kind,
Now that you know what's cooking in my mind..

Abhijit Surve
Happily Ever After...

We are two hearts, beating as one, together,
Going through, every emotion, we can gather..
A bond, so strong, nothing, can keep us apart,
Two people, sharing their love and their heart..

Blissfully, we go along, carefree in the world,
What we have for each other, is now unfurled..
Love is tender, there's nothing, so true and fair.
A wonderful feeling, treat it gently, with care..

Never let me get away, hold on to my hand, forever,
Love is all I have, to keep the two of us, together..
Now that you've found love hold on with all your might,
How often, in a life time, do you find, the one, who's right..

We belong together, the ocean can not keep us apart,
How can one separate two halves of a beating heart..
We'll twinkle together like the stars in the darkened sky,
We'll stay so close that our chance at love won't slip by..

Like water reaching a shore with a wave that rolls in,
Surviving the tide, I wait for our time to begin..
From the clouds, so dark, covering the brilliant blue,
True love will rise, like the sun and shine through..

We share one feeling our bond can not be broken,
Our eyes truly understand what has not been spoken..
Holding hands together we'll take our every strife,
We'll manage together, a happily ever after life..

Abhijit Surve
Heart Felt Delight...

Licking the sky full of new flavor,
On a white cloud signing few endeavors..
An innocent breeze to lead the way,
Following the path of a golden ray..

The soulful mist washes off my sin,
Devine drops of purity melt on my skin..
Cool fresh air reviving, resounding,
Blending inside as my heart is pounding..

Stars in permanence, sharing their light,
Leaving me in a wonder filled delight..
Soon through droplets radiance is hurled,
I'm peering through into a rainbow world..

Spinning and whirling from side to side,
Truly enjoying this roller coaster ride..
I close my eyes, no emotions on my face,
Then suddenly a smile acquires its place..

A ray of hope, enlightening my thoughts,
Happy and crazy are now calling the shots..
Then there’s a gift from the morning bliss,
Holding me taut, it lends me a kiss..

When night arrives with a freezing storm,
There’s a blanket of stars keeping me warm..
Silent moonlight sings a bedtime song,
Gently closing, my eyes are open for no long..

Thundering winds flashing all around,
My ears too are asleep, they hear no sound..
A corridor opens, and I am in dreamland,
Don't know who’s guiding, who's holding my hand..

Suddenly a sunrise jolts me up from my bed,
Start a new day, with new thoughts in my head..
With memories of smiles and of the blue skies,
I hug the morning and rub the sleep of my eyes.
Break of a new dawn, time for new fun,
Gathering my senses back, again I run..
Pattering my feet, running on a tiptoe, 
Down the corridor, out the window..

Abhijit Surve
Hope Holding Tight...

It takes everything you have to win every race,
To defeat the world which others dream to chase..
Every known person is not born to be a star,
Exceeding all excellence with no one at par..

Thriving to carve a name, bound to make history,
Battles ever fought shall end up in a victory..
Dream a clean life where wounds leave no traces,
Be a bastion of strength passing all weaknesses..

Leave one's soul shining in the sparkling sky,
Life means nothing more then just aiming high..
A blood raging red heart and ever craving desire,
If life ever means more you end up aiming higher..

The mysterious zeal that overshadows a child,
Binding principles prevent him from running wild..
All that he is taught is to learn and earn,
As the child grows old killing all his fun..

A slow killing poison then seals his fate,
Leaves his mind hanging in a volatile state..
The journey is so long there's no turning back,
Problems and worries start piling up in stack..

Echo's from within tear a distant heart apart,
Voices of expectations piercing like a dart..
Where does one find an answer to what others need,
How can one survive in a world full of greed..

Life is intricacy and it's simplicity a parody,
Rising alarming noises are withholding a melody..
One can't really stop the incursion of such might,
A storm kicks going just a hope is holding tight..
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Hopenhagen..Is It For Real? ?

Hey! did you know? we now are thinking green,
At last spared some time from acting mien..
We've all come together to think and talk,
Cause now we'll soon run out of stock..

For so many years we didn't even care,
Now we'll decide what's fair or unfair..
Today we're talking of actual facts,
Whats there to talk they're our own acts..

We've being neglecting the natural ways,
Always interested in monetary frays..
We've consumed and consuming forever more,
Would have saved a lot if we thought before..

So now we'll be going all wind and solar,
And think how to conserve the white polar..
Countries worldwide have solutions to offer,
The damagers are now managers who'll proffer..

Heard people say theres still hope left,
Yes it's there just to minimise the theft..
We've already looted a lot from nature,
In a bid to proclaim us the domenent creature..

Recycling, reusing is what they've suggested,
Look who's saying, it's left me flabbergasted..
Pollution on a high but still we are blaming,
Everyone is pointing but no one is claiming..

So now we are thinking of saving the world,
Stop the bomb which we ourselves hurled..
Lets see if this effort gives birth to a new,
And hope for a world which is better to live..
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How Will I Know..

How do I know when you expressed your love,
What does it mean when your face turns mauve..
How do I know what's there in your heart,
Can't read your mind, I am not that smart..

How shall I seek true love in your eyes,
Dumb struck in love, I am not all that wise..
How shall I know what do you mean to say,
You come with a new set of tone every day..

When will I manage to sort out the maze,
Right between us is a cloud full of haze..
When will I appreciate the feelings laid low,
You've made me understand but when will I know..

Where is the place where I can hear your voice,
Not able to heed here, have no other choice..
where is this place that you are trying to show,
Seen enough of this world, can't we just go..

Once there I promise, I'll listen to your pulse,
I'll fulfill your wishes and your every impulse..
Turn your dreams to certainty so they'll be realized,
Sorrows will be capsized and happiness maximized..

I'll shoo away the darkness that's there in somewhere,
Enlighten your world with new sparkle and flare..
With emotions shoving light, I'll do the décor,
I'll give all the love, you've been longing for..

I may not understand the thoughts in your mind,
I may not even know how the two of us bind..
But one thing i know is true and will always be,
Is the depth and the sanity of your feelings for me..
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Hurting Angel.....

I know an angel, who loves to fly,
Spread her wings wide across the sky..
She likes to flutter her golden wings,
She something more then us human beings..

She takes on the air with pride and flare,
Caging of thoughts is what she does not bare..
She zooms across the mountains and oceans,
Always standing true on her actions and notions..

I know a girl who is just like that bird,
Who follows her heart diverts from the herd..
She lends her tender hand so as to carry you,
Senses what is right and believes what is true..

But for the last few days her wings have retired,
There's a grim on her face, it feels she's tired..
From all the flying and escaping from the world,
From all the pain and hurting that was hurled..

I know there's something that's causing the pain,
She's hurting inside all the medicines are vain..
I can't see her wither, for me she's so dear,
I wish i could do just everything for her..

But I am no doctor who could give her relief,
All that I can do is give her some belief..
What else can I do, I can't make up my mind,
Please suggest me a way, a cure of any kind..
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I Am Always There....

My world came to a silent halt, heard you say good bye..
My mind kept asking me when, my silly heart prompted a Why..? ?
It seems it was only yesterday, for the first time we met..
the sun had just rose above the horizon, now so soon it set..

The inner child in you, her innocence is what is true..
The way to your heart is a maze, i wish if i only knew..
Silly mistakes that you make, for no reason that you fight..
Breaking things all over, like a small kid you bite..

I love the smile on your face, always pray it remains for years..
if god does grant you a wish, make me your courage and face your fears..
I wish the path you walk, may always be laid with flowers..
I dream of holding your hand and walk for hours and hours..

I watched you in bright dawn awaking, noted each changing light..
Saw u in morning splendor, watched over the dark gloom of night..
I will always walk with you, come sunshine or in rain..
I'll be the reason for your joy, and your partner in your pain..

My vision is left blurred, wet with these unshed tears..
But my feelings are crystal clear so they'll remain for coming years..
To the sweetest person adieu, this day would come we knew..
my wishes are always there, for you have new dreams to pursue..

This Silence questions, why? ? i left so many things unsaid..
My eyes still try to say, i wish if only my mouth had said..
I think now i know something, i never before knew..
I dream of catching a shining star, now i know it's you..

God! ! i'll miss all this a lot, give me a chance to turn back the time..
let me complete this poem, give me one chance to start a new rhyme..
I hate to say the word good bye, yet my heart says a smiling farewell..
For we shall meet again cause god will again cast his magic spell..
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I Have You...

Sometimes I think I died within,
Burning ashes reduced to nothing..
Plans and aims are no more sound,
Targets and goals no longer bound..

For hours, I just keep wondering,
My body and soul keep shivering..
The passion within is crystallized,
My sentiments are now criticized..

Lost the sense of good and bad,
Sabotaged the ideas, I ever had..
My behavior has turned cowardish,
My gains have all turned selfish..

God too is playing hide and seek,
Scope of hope is visibly bleak..
My voice is echoing stupidity,
Loudness is mocking serenity..

All tangibility's about to burst,
Things have gone from bad to worst..
I thought this journey had nothing new,
Just by the next bend I found you,

You are the reflection of my zeal,
It's your affection that does reveal..
Helping me back on my feet, today,
Close to my heart forever you'd stay..

I know at times I've made you cry,
But steal everyday for me you try..
One new deed to bring back my smile,
One sweet talk to make my mood agile..

You've taught me the sense of true hope,
I can see more with an increased scope..
There's more to life then a failure or two,
Every failure is a success when I have you....
Abhijit Surve
I Miss You........

Every moment that i dont see your face..
My heart beat slows down to another pace..
Lost in a world unknown, i can't get out..
All your thoughts are filling my mind with doubt..

I write down my feelings, so your heart can know..
You still reside in my heart, deep down low..
My feelings for you are never gonna change..
though we seem so distant, so out of range..

I am so confused, when i am not with you..
Please dont leave me, i dont know what to do..
My eyes keep calling, they keep calling your name..
Please come back to me, make everything the same..

I believed in the happiness you brought each day..
All words are now lost that we said all the way..
When i close my eyes i see you in my dreams..
Dream never comes true, though how real it seems..

The moon and the stars make your picture in the sky..
I see you in every other girl, passing by..? ?
Every minute now seems as long as a year..
Our Roads are divided, and thats my worst fear..

This time will get by and i'll soon hear your voice..
we will meet again someday, for this is god's choice..
The one person i remember, i wish you just knew..
You miss me or don't, but i still miss you..

Abhijit Surve
I Promise You.....

Droplets of pearls come crashing down,
Winds of change have reached this town..
A smile of sorts has replaced the frown,
In a pool of happiness I begin to drown..

The mood sprung up and above the skies,
I lay with thoughts inclined otherwise..
The truth of trust conquering the lies,
Fool of yesteryears I've now turned wise..

A positive of life is now seen endowing,
Cause is good and the change is showing..
Pocket full of joys are now overflowing,
Day after day this confidence is growing..

Making it happen awaiting something new,
Plans are almost complete, little is due..
My enlightened soul has begun to spew,
Devotion and ardor have joined the crew..

The kisses of kindness are quite amusing,
And the only weapons that we are using..
Hatred is lost, life has stopped abusing,
Love is the emotion I feel like choosing..

Don't know how long this wind shall carry,
How much and more our lives will vary..
One things for sure our future's not scary,
I promise you dear next year we'll marry..

Abhijit Surve
I Wanna Fly....

Walking alone in a dark dark night,  
A beautiful thought struck my mind...  
Why are we chained by empty values,  
Why do follow the rules that bind...

Now i wanna set my soul free,  
I want god to think for me...  
I make a wish to reach the stars up high,  
God give me wings, I wanna fly..! !

I had lost enough to life, every moment, every day,  
I had gained nothing, so had nothing to say..  
Now i want back everything that i let by,  
God give me wings, i wanna fly..

The tears of my heart flowed through my eyes,  
People who mattered never heard my cries...  
Now i just wanna laugh, never will i cry,  
God give me wings, i wanna fly...

I never got love, though my heart was pure,  
No one cared for me, my wounds got no cure..  
Now i wanna spread love, i wanna give it a try,  
God give me wings i wanna fly...

Now i wanna end all my worries, all my sorrows,  
I want all the sweet fruits of happiness that follows...  
Now i wont let my problems get by,  
God give me wings i wanna fly...  
God give me wings i wanna fly...

Abhijit Surve
I’ll Be With You.....

I'll give you belief, from dusk to dawn,
I'll give you the strength to carry on..
Sweet little dreams to you, i'll provide,
When it is morning, from the world, i'll hide? ..

I'll give you comfort when you cry in pain,
Give you faith and new hope to try again..
I'll be with you always and never say goodbye,
Sit right beside you, when alone you lie..

I'll be with you, when no one else will care,
Many moments of tears, with you i'll share..
I'll hold you up when you feel let down,
Give you wide smiles, when you want to frown..

I'll try my best, i'll never let you fail,
I'll be your arc, through storms we'll sail..
When you need my voice, just come and talk,
Just hold my hand and we'll go for a long walk..

I'll guide you in dark, i'll be your eye sight,
I'll see through all your plans turn out just right..
When you are quite sad, I'll give you some joy,
Then when you feel lonely, I'll be your teddy toy..

I'll always protect you, make sure you're okay,
You're all that i own, that's more than i can say..
Your life is almost the same, as you wanted it to be..
To make the picture complete, all you need is me..

Abhijit Surve
I’ll Heal Your Pain.....

I know a way to heal your pain,
One that is driving you insane..
Don't you worry cause I have a balm,
Once applied will make you feel calm..

All your aches are soon going to stop,
No more tears for years you'll drop..
Will give a smile that will hold it's place,
Just beneath your nose right on your face..

Your agony shall reside, be rest assured,
The wounds and scares will all be cured..
Please believe me girl this is something new,
A word of solace written just for you..

It has feelings so light, so tender, so fresh,
Will appease your bones and soothe your flesh..
A spread of serenity that is raw and bare,
I'll wrap it in words full of love and care..

A recipe of magic and a mixture of potions,
Filled with the warmth of all my emotions..
All carefully measured to suit your needs,
Will give you strength to continue your deeds..

A tablet of concern to pop in your mouth,
To terminate the twinges before they sprout..
I'll make it sweet, so that you can eat,
So that it no longer hurts, even not a bit..

I'll write a poem to heal your heart,
That'll mollify and placate your every part..
I'll give you this one impeccable medication,
Which acts as it has to with complete perfection..

I'll do everything to give you some rest,
I'll not simply just try, I'll try my best..
But if curing your pain is not up to me,
Then the happiness that you hold is the key..
Abhijit Surve
I’ll Sooth Your Pain....

Every tear that you drop, each one I'll pick,
Cause I've now learned one new magic trick..
I can turn each tear in a crystal like pearl,
Then bind them in a necklace to present to a girl..

A gem of a girl, who mean so much in my world,
A girl who has taken every pain that was hurled..
I'll present you my dear with some packets of joy,
Sweet smiles and cheers all stuffed in a toy..

Will hold all your grief, make it vanish in the air,
A tear dropp of pain in your eye is what i can't bare..
I'll do anything to bring a smile back in your eyes,
Then hold it tight and make sure it multiplies..

I love to see you fly, I just can't see you in pain,
If I can't stop your agony then all my strength is in vain..
One thought that has struck both my heart and mind,
Will sooth your pain with a medication of some kind.

Rest on my shoulder, hold my hand and go to sleep,
All the love that I possess is all yours to keep..
Just close your eyes, forget all that's going wrong,
You'll start feeling better, I will not take too long..

Give an ounce of comfort in your tender little palm,
Some care and concern that will make you feel calm..
When you are with me no pain can hurt you for ever,
Now i know a magic trick that makes me more clever..

Clever to understand what is hurting you inside out,
I'll be more wise to know what this pain is all about..
Not a small bit of soreness will ever hurt you now,
My sweet angle laughing is what the world will hear from now..

Abhijit Surve
I’ll Write You A Poem...

I wish i could write something so true,
A poem to express all my feelings to you..
Take a pen and write on blue canvas above,
In beautiful words, I'd present my love..

A poem so true, would make you feel it,
Reach inside and touch your heart every bit..
Emotions would then make you understand,
The words of my heart have come through my hand..

A poem so innocent would make you feel shy,
Phrases so touching that would make you cry..
But in those tears too only happiness shall lie,
For every word that i write, a smile would imply..

A poem so right to keep you away from wrong,
I'd set all rhymes and write you a love song..
And sing it for you so you can hear my voice,
Every lyric that i write, my heart would poise..

A poem that showers you with laughter like rain,
To heal all your wounds, take away your pain..
Fill in every phrase with emotions of every kind,
Imprint the paper with thoughts from my mind..

A poem so warm, to give you comfort and care,
Pen down a wish for you and write you a prayer..
A poem that is in harmony with mind and heart,
A poem that spells life in its every written part...

Abhijit Surve
I'll Sail Every Shore...

Today I am here to let you know,
About the things I'd never let go..
I am here to try to make you see,
So come closer, stand next to me..

First is to look right into your eyes,
To find the thousand hidden blue skies..
Eyes which smile, eyes which cry,
Eyes which show the strength to try..

Next is the solace on hearing you say,
The words of bliss which come my way..
Like butterflies fluttering all around,
The sweetness is carried in your sound..

Then comes the soft essence of touch,
The feel of you excites me so much..
The way your fingers rumble and roll,
spellbounds my mind, enchants my soul..

Did I mention about the way you smile,
The only one your own unique style..
The moment your lips stretch out wide,
In your happy world happily I slide..

I'll keep finding a million ways to hold,
All things about you that I have told..
A thousand ways to love you forever more,
Climb every mountain, I'll sail every shore..

Abhijit Surve
I'll Wake Me Up...

What's it that I've been missing in me,
Hidden deep inside now difficult to see..
An element of me long lost in my mind,
One flavor of my life I've left behind..

A cheerful rhythm that begins my day,
Blocks of sweet thoughts paving my way..
A smile which welcomes everyone I meet,
People embrace my words whoever I greet..

Family and friends all wanting me near,
Happiness in abundance holding me dear..
Undying desire to explore all things new,
All blissful talks when I am with you..

A ever content heart pumping fresh air,
Life always turns out to be clean and fair..
Many problems do come, face all with a glee,
Neither blaming god nor others, not me..

The one who faces the world with a smile,
Knows patience is a virtue dearer then rile..
Cares for feelings of people who matter,
Does everything he can to make life better..

One who waits for his moment and then reacts,
Doesn't think too much just accepts the facts..
Guides his own way out right through it all,
Shakes off and rises back after every fall..

I miss him so much that it's time to revive,
Rise him from the dark and make him alive..
Give me a new life to help me with a chance,
Jolt in new life wake up from this trance..

Abhijit Surve
Illusions And Facts

Neither think about the days that have passed away,
Nor much about the future and what awaits next day..
Why think we have no time, and make our life a mess,
Failure to achieve more, does not mean you made less..

Life is not a living tragedy, why make it loose it's sheen,
Read your heart for once, you'll know what life does mean..
It is not life that changes us, this is all our choice,
We choose to remain silent, when our mind is full of noise..

We are our own enemies and it's not time that betrays,
The sketches that we impose is all that life portrays..
We know the world often changes, nothing stays the same,
Here if we don't adapt to it, then who really is to blame..

One truth of life is all that starts, someday has to end,
If reality is this fact, then why do we choose to pretend..
We hallucinate the false truth and live a life of illusions,
Leave aside solving the issues, we find problems for solutions..

We know time has worn out history and nobody stays forever,
Then why run behind dreams like fools, when we are so clever..
We have to drift away sometime, this routine is the same,
When our ashes turn to thin air, all that remains is our name..

Why complicate this life, trying to find success in each defeat,
Accept losses and clear your past, keep everything simple and neat..
What makes you feel so proud, that you are now second to none,
Perhaps the time has come and gone, when things are said and done..

Is there any way out of these walls, full of mirrors with no door,
The time to change is upon us, but is there little hope any more..
Look in the direction of the sun, there is an open window pane,
Look right through it and you'll see a small shady narrow lane..

To where this road leads your life, is only for you to find,
Get your feet out of this maze you need to sync your heart and mind..
Thinking wrongs of life you should have stopped and thought for a while,
If there's so much space for tears, can there be a little space for a Smile..
In The Words I Say...

True words of life when joined in fleet,
Form delightful tunes when they meet..
Some clinical sounds crafting a melody,
Orchestral mood building up inside me..

Beautiful words get bound in a rhyme,
Creating a song in a matter of time..
Soothing tunes that are capable to heal,
Jingling thoughts adding their zeal..

A word of solace however left alone,
For every one else it remains unknown..
Something special for someone to shove,
Soft piece of music for someone in love..

Sound of the waves of the deep blue sea,
Whistling breeze between you and me..
Chirping birds are acting as chorale,
Sweetness in voice has come from the floral’..

A little faith some patience and hope,
Harmonious lines with an astronomical scope..
When I sing to you my first love song,
You'll listen to me all night long..

Life lets you express whatever you feel,
To put it in words is not such a big deal..
I’ll present my love in a soulful way,
Showing it's depth in the words I say..

Abhijit Surve
In Your Eye.....

I hear your heart pray every morning every night,
Know why it wakes to see the morning sun light..
I'll make sure your prayers won't just go by,
Cause I've seen a dream dwelling in your eye..

I see that you want to get close to the stars,
Jump away from these bonding and break the bars..
I'll lift you so high you'll touch the sky..
cause I've seen a dream dwelling in your eye..

I've seen your joy is in following your heart,
In your life's happy journey I'll play my part..
I'll give you my wings and help you to fly,
Cause I've seen a dream dwelling in your eye..

I know what you like and you shall get the same,
All the love and care along with money and fame..
I'll preach what is true for you and will ply,
Cause I've seen a dream dwelling in your eye..

I'll keep and account of your every wish made,
Even if god wants my happiness in return of the trade..
I'll be the person on whom your smile shall rely,
Cause I've seen a dream dwelling in your eye..

If your destiny wants to take you away from me,
I'll let loose your hand and set you free..
Although I love you a lot but I won't deny,
Cause I've seen a dream dwelling in your eye..

Abhijit Surve
Just For You….

Whether right or wrong don't ask me no question,
Just rest in my arms, there's every bit of passion..
You give me strength when at times I feel low,
How lovely you are the way you captivate me so..

There's everything about love, I give it all to you,
Is it not evident in the things and the way I do..
To show you my love and to wipe those tears away,
To make your heart content with each passing day..

It hasn't been long since I last saw you my dear,
But every moment to me feels as long as a year..
I miss you to the point I am loosing all sanity,
Please bring an end to this entire insanity..

I think of you every second and every breath,
For you I would stare even into the face of death..
To kiss your is to taste the sweetness of love,
It brings forth feelings from the heavens above.

To look into your eyes is like gazing in the sky,
Pleasantly beautiful like stars sparkling up high..
Rest in my hands, they are here for you to hold,
Embrace my warmth when you feel sober and cold..

I'll sing you a song and I'll write you a rhyme,
I am here to love you, until the end of time..
To see your sweet smile is like seeing the divine,
This poem is just for you, dear sweet love of mine..

Abhijit Surve
Know Your Life...

You accept a wonderful souvenir that is gifted,
Seeing beautiful things our eyes are always drifted..
Do the same with your life when it needs to be lifted,
Life is a precious gift that has to be accepted..

Many truths in this world that can be falsified,
One unchanged truth remains that can't be criticized..
A prospect in opening can't ever be franchised,
Life is an opportunity it has to be utilized..

When we succeed in failure our eyes do get wet,
Don't achieve it all when just few goals we set..
True person at heart does not think twice to bet,
Life is a challenge for you, that has to be met..

When sorrows come impounding they have to be bared,
They only grow in number so they need to be shared..
The one who has the skills knows how life has faired,
Life is an adventure, he knows, that has to be dared..

A great struggle of thoughts that has been devolved,
A tragedy of emotions which has constantly revolved..
A mystery unresolved through years which have evolved,
Life is a puzzle, quizzing minds, that has to be solved..

A Memory of your time don't let your mind delet it,
A goal that has to be achieved before it is belated..
An expressive song that has to be sung and tweeted,
Life is a long journey that has to be completed..

Abhijit Surve
Life......

Always give more to life, never count the gifts we gave.
Do keep a count of sweet memories, cause they are all we save.
Never ask too much from life, never be too keen to take.
Read the book called 'Life', learn from the mistakes we make.

We tend to curse our life, when life brings us pain.
Do ever we bless our life, when life brings peace and sain.
Big joys don't matter to us, small problems hurt too much.
We count the knock out punches, we forget the gentler touch.

Life is always a wish, we pray for better then best.
We seek self satisfaction, we end up neglecting the rest.
Life is a roller coaster ride, full of twist and turn.
each ride should bring more smiles, each turn should have more fun.

Life is fighting a war, some battles are won while others are lost.
Loosing may cause some pain, but winning comes at a greater cost.
Life is an individual sport, it depends on how we play.
Winning and loosing should not matter, take new challenges everyday.

Life is a sweet smile, life is a salty tear.
Life is the heart of courage, life is our darkest fear.
Life seeks for true love, Life needs our trust.
Everything for life is an option, for us all that is must.

Life is a tower of cards, you need to build it slow.
Life can fall apart to pieces, with a gentle blow.
Life is a silent river, lay in its flow and let it drift.
Respect life, if you respect god for life is his greatest gift.

Don't count moments in life, Cherish the life each moment brings to you.
Life can mold in different shapes, it depends on what we do.
Time is the greatest healer, if this is really true.
Keep good faith in life, and life will have faith in you.

Abhijit Surve
Life's Just Everything..

Life sometimes does get a little rough,
That’s the time when you got to be tough..
When you start thinking you’ve lost it all,
That’s the moment when it’s time to recall..

Things happening around you’d want to forget,
But sometimes, you just got to live with that..
You think, every bad deed should just end,
Stop guessing what’s waiting around the next bend..

On a road to the future when you are about to cross,
Inches from the end you fear your greatest loss..
The problems and worries that hold you back,
The pounding thoughts make a brutal attack..

They start haunting you all day and night,
Take you deep into darkness far away from light..
All you need to do is pick yourself up and walk,
Now it's time to wrap it up not just to talk..

Just keep running and you'll cross the finish line,
The border between will and ill is thin and fine..
They are different colors with shades that change,
To manage them around is not out of your range..

All you need to do is pick a right color for you,
And you can paint your life as bright as new..
Never feel your life is worth less then nothing,
Cause all that life gives is simply everything..

Abhijit Surve
Live Happily...

People are just passing by,
Saying a hello and good bye..
The air is so weak and dry,
Nothing else to do but cry..

I wasn't yet prepared for this,
Awful mess won't give a miss..
The rain is pouring down on me,
The mist is hard and I can't see..

But it is no time to frown,
Time to turn it upside down..
Now I know that you'll be there,
There is no more need to scare..

You will save me from the storm,
Love does always have this norm..
You'll give me eyes just to see,
How beautiful this world can be..

Feel the wind passing through,
Many new things still left to do..
Sit by your side for a while,
All I need is just your smile..

No more tear drops in my eyes,
No more dreams turning to lies..
No more emotions left to hide,
When you are here by my side..

Now I know I can make it right,
I need you to hold me tight..
Give me trust you won't let go,
And we would live happily so..

Abhijit Surve
Love In Crisis...

I just can't fight this feeling anymore,
Never realized what? I was fighting for..
Thinking about all those words I misused,
I left you shattered and feeling abused..

I begin to wonder what really went wrong,
What did I gain hurting you for so long..
Bringing to life your worst seen fears,
By leaving you all alone soaked in tears..

I blame myself for all the things I say,
Add to your worries in every passing day..
Do I have the right to be angry at you,
Can't I be calm for all the time that is due..

Make you feel sick and causing a strain,
Fail to understand and put you through pain..
Whatever I say never makes a good sense,
Multiply the frets in a situation that's tense..

Can't control my anger, it's not worth trying,
Times you've tested, I have left you crying..
I must be prepared to value all your needs,
I miserably fail you with all my bad deeds..

I think of all the if's I could have used,
And why I never did, has left me confused..
Why should our days end up looking like this,
This crisis can be solved with a hug and a kiss..

Abhijit Surve
Love To See You Smile.....

I just want to see as many sweet smiles,
As long as we walk together for miles..
We'll get over our fears with our cheers,
When life brings us nothing but tears..

Don't wonder and wander for so long,
Paint on a canvas or just sing a song, .
Smiling at troubles that come like rain,
we'll Sweetly, silently over come our pain..

It's not such an hard a case of mystery,
Your smiles do come from heaven with glee,
It's right on your lips as it should be,
And I love to see you smile back at me..

I feel really happy when I see you smile,
Even when I'm sad and lonely for a while..
Your smiles take me to a world somewhere,
A place so serene, I'd forever stay there..

It is not only me but it is also you,
Who gave me a reason for a smile too..
I have learned to smile in whatever I do,
Seeing you smile brings me joy when blue..

Our smile helped us take a worthy strife,
Helped us to openly appreciate our life..
It proves a smile is so well and powerful,
When a simple sweet smile becomes so beautiful..

Abhijit Surve
Loyalty, Trust And Love....

We say that love demands a lot from you,
But reality suggests it is not at all true..
Two very simple things in love are a must,
One is devoted loyalty and a faithful trust..

Trust in your love make sure it is deep,
The returns you get is for you to keep..
The stronger the bond its harder to break,
Has to be so when there's so much at stake..

When in a relation, its trust that you need,
True belief in your love demands your heed..
Once broken to pieces is hardly rebuilt,
At times you have to live with the guilt..

Here loyalty too plays an important role,
Offers a soothing cohort to a longing soul..
Staying with your love in joy and sorrow,
Smiles you give and the tears you borrow..

In a relation, loyalty brings you close,
The faith you show, when beside you pose..
Just one false step of treacherous mind,
Cracks apart relations of every kind..

Sometimes these emotions are put to test,
Puts two hearts in a conflicting unrest..
One reason all problems are easy to shun,
Is trusting the loyalty of your loved one..

A relation in itself is a bond so strong,
Together you face all the right and wrong..
These factors decide how long it stands,
Here loyalty and trust walk hand in hands..

Abhijit Surve
Magic...

Flashes of happiness, in bright daylight..
A kiss from an angel, in the middle of the night..
Our body does the salsa, our heart happily jives..
Sweet moments of joy, add Magic in our lives..

In our heart where love lingers in the air..
look and you'll find more magical moments there..
These magical moments, we shall always cling to..
Make wonderful memories as our life passes through..

The melody of a flute, the sweet scent of flowers..
The bright rays of sun, the thundering rain showers..
All this is Magic, moments that rekindle eternal flame..
Gives us the courage, to win life's every game..

God gave us some Magic in our glowing eye..
His arms that hold us and tell us not to cry..
There is Magic in our voice, when we talk each day..
This Magic is our smile, adds so much to what we say..

Magic in our heart, makes us bold, brave and true..
This is magic of feelings, shared between me and you..
Magic in our heart, is why we care so much..
magic in our hands, gives us that magical touch..

Magic is the rainbow throwing color's in the dark..
Shiny stars twinkling Magic, gives each night it's spark..
Magic are the waves, that try reaching the shore..
Magic is the sweetest fruit, we strive for more and more..

Added Magic to our emotions, is the reason we fall in love..
This world is the stage, the show is presented from up above..
God does his own tricks, pulls a bunny from his hat..
The Biggest Magic of my life, was the one moment we met..

Life teaches Magic, this is here that we learn..
The tricks to find peace, the tricks to have fun..
Float in the river of Magic, keep all sorrows at the bay..
Have a li'l 'Abra Ka Dabra...' in your life everyday..
Mirrors.....

Take a look in the mirror and realize what you see..
Is it really you or someone you cannot be..
What you say in the mirror, is what the mirror tells..
Then why your own mirror, reflects some one else..

Every mirror has a story, it does tell a tale..
It reflects joy of success, and your tears when you fail..
The mirror never lies, it reflects what is true..
If you yourself dont know who you are, how can it reflect you..? ?

You may look perfect in the mirror, but take a look inside..
There are things unsaid, untold, now your eyes fail to hide..
Watch right through your soul, make sure it's not haunting..
Never realized who you are, your self-esteem still taunting..? ?

The mirror reflects a question mark, that is it really fair..? ?
You failed to live for others, for yourself only you care..
Look in the reflective gaze of glass, try finding your mistake..
Move close, Gaze into the lie and realize that it's fake...

Ask the mirror to reflect the facts, and to show the truth..
Wrongs you did in your life, right from childhood to youth..
Stop wishing for more, the mirrages will never be true..
It may be close to perfection, but it is just not you..

Make your soul your mirror, one that doesn't lie..
Make it pure and crystal clear, say a prayer up high..
Your heart reflects the person you are, so there's nothing to hide..
No mirror reflects you better then the one inside..

Abhijit Surve
Moments...

Make most of each moment, they are sweet and small..
They give a thousand smiles, try to grab them all..
They bring us new wishes, they bring us true blesses..
Profit is ours to keep, Loss is for the one who misses...

Moments will come when you dont realize what to do..
You have to solve the problem, but you have no clue..
Just close your eyes and say a prayer to the sky..
Next moment will charge you with new energy to try..

If we divide our life, then these moments are the fractions..
Importance of every moment depends on our actions..
Do everything you can, keep on adding new flavour..
Make every moment count, the one you'll cherish forever..

Dont question the moment, is this a win or a loss..
Accept all true facts, they are there for a cause..
Leave your stubborness behind, dont break into a tear..
Every moment in life is a mirror, try to keep it clear..

Moments bring changes, we should welcome and greet..
The way you treat your life, is the way life will treat..
Savour every moment today, for they are memories for tommorow..
You have to own them all, there is nothing you can borrow..

Abhijit Surve
More Then Ever Before.....

Been a while since I held you tight,
Felt your warmth in a freezing night..
 Seems as if with every dawn of light,
My heart begins its soulful plite..

Been a while since you lended a kiss,
The depth of your pretty eyes I miss..
The presence of you fills me with bliss,
I cry out loud but it sounds a hiss..

Been a while since I heard you smile,
Empty moments have begun to pile..
Your shadow slowly began to exile,
As you walked further mile after mile..

Been a while since I saw you pray,
To calm me down when I had a bad day..
Encouraging always had something to say,
Helped me face issues which came my way..

Been a while now, since I've lived alone,
No travelling together, no talking on phone..
I need you near is what my past has shown,
My desire for you has wordlessly grown..

Been a while since you left this shore,
Less has passed what is left is more..
For the day when you'll knock at my door,
And give me love more then ever before..

Abhijit Surve
Morning Blues.........

When I wake up every morning,  
I always watch you for a while..  
Then i see a half moon forming,  
Watch your lips turn to a smile..

Then when you ask me what is the time,  
And I whisper the time in your ear..  
My words don't break and i act as a mime,  
When you're lying warm and near..

When your smile grows slightly wide,  
You shy and turn your face away..  
Then suddenly under a pillow you slide,  
Trying to cheat the pleasant break of day..

Black long hair whirl in through your pin,  
Flow like silky water right to your hips..  
When from a window a cool breeze checks in,  
They flow back and kiss my smiling lips..

Then slowly when i touch your back,  
Run my fingers softly down your spine..  
Your body gently starting from your neck,  
Turns round till your eyes gaze into mine..

And in that one very special moment,  
That I look deep into your brown eyes..  
A wish, when I wake up every morning is sent,  
I am all lost in sweet blue skied paradise..

Abhijit Surve
Music......

Music gives life a soothing motion
music controls our every emotion

Music is god to whom we pray
Music helps us pure our souls each day

music gives every moment its true worth
Tears at a wedding, or be it child's birth

music gives me life like the sun
music wields me to strive and run

music serves as our only inspiration
music takes us to a world full of imagination

If music is god then god is true..
music like god, is within me and you..

Me and music will never fall apart..
music to me is the soul of my heart.

Abhijit Surve
I heard you say that you are in pain,
Tears in your eyes are dropping like rain..
Well I have a cure which suites you the best,
Influential tune different from the rest..

Music cures you better then the drugs,
Embraces your mind and your body it hugs..
Enchanting and delighting you from within,
Rejuvenates your soul when you breath in..

Evoking emotions of every known type,
The hymns create a holiness and hype..
Calm your nerves, soothes your heart,
Music de stresses your every body part..

Its rhythm helps you to sing and play,
I know music heals you in a better way..
Removing pain, relaxing muscles as well,
For you music shall cast its magic spell..

On Listening music your mood does swing,
Lyrical tunes lift you to dance and sing..
Easing every part that was hurt and sore,
A pacifying feel and it stops hurting more..

Orchestral melodies that help you revive,
Ensemble of lively songs on which you thrive..
I have them all here just for you to perceive,
Listen, happiness is calling it's time to leave..

Abhijit Surve
My Kaleidoscope...

My girl is getting bored of listening to the jeer,
Today no other voice heard is pleasant to her ear..
I'll chant out something that is simple and sheer,
A song that will win her accolades and cheer..

My girl is getting bored of seeing hatred and lie,
There is nothing so true left to attract her eye..
I'll paint her a cartoon and a beautiful night sky,
A sketch of her emotions on a paper I'll imply..

My girl is getting bored of giving monotony a fight,
Her night is long but her day seems longer then her night..
I'll enlighten her world with untainted eternal light,
A flame of desire that will make her life so bright..

My girl is getting bored of obeying rules that bind,
Her conscience is asking silly questions of every kind..
I'll give her my wings to fly so she’s not left behind,
A dream that comes true and a wish that resides in her mind..

My girl is getting bored of usual moving with the flow,
Her aims are still higher but her progress is slow..
I'll hold her hand tight and take her higher up to show,
A twinkling star in the sky which has a unvarying glow..

My girl is getting bored of this never ending never,
Her eyes are silent, her lips are quiet more than ever..
I'll change her sentiments by just adding a new flavor,
A sweet smile for her lips which will stay there forever..

My girl is getting bored of loneliness that plays its part,
The people surrounding her are all misplaced on the chart..
I'll give her an instant of my life right from the start,
A moment full of love and care that will sooth her heart..

My girl is getting bored of being frightened by her fears,
The one that is breaking her down into droplets of tears..
I'll stand along with her and battle every dread that nears,
With a heart full of courage and armed with all my gears..
My girl don't get bored, hold on tight to this thin rope,
Believe in my love for you and I'll exceed your hope..
I have burned down your cage the time has come to elope,
You have a great life ahead come see through my Kaleidoscope..

Abhijit Surve
My Life Will Get Back....

I find myself in a never ending race,
Fleeing in the void between time and space...
Cannot discern between right and wrong,
The words are gone and so is the song...

It seems as if I am losing my grip,
Things go wrong with just a tiny slip..
I try my best to do it right,
It seems I am in a loosing fight...

Hard to distinguish the past from me,
Who I am and who I used to be...
Yet not found what I lost long back,
Burdens of thoughts keep piling the stack...

There is someone, who in this life span,
Had offered me everything that he can...
But now I feel all I dream is all gone,
The darkness dwelling is stalling the dawn...

How and when will I get my life straight,
Mislaying all hope so long is the wait...
I know someday the dreams will return,
My life will get back all glee and fun...

Abhijit Surve
My Only Chance...

She's blooming red like a Rose,
Striking every charming pose..
Placed unique upon the ground,
Among fallen leaves all around..

Her petals pointing to the sky,
Sweet fragrance no one can deny..
The warmth of her floral touch,
The cheesy wind makes her lurch..

Her beauty is now any one's guess,
The rose bud in her cherry dress..
Millions of hearts left destroyed,
My heart too holds an empty void..

For now I know I will surely see,
Her delighted soul when she is free..
Now she has cast wings up high,
And with the birds away she'll fly..

Soaring towards freedom and away,
How she's longed to reach this day..
And in her heart she desires so,
Land of her dreams where she would go..

She has been waiting forever and more,
Being found the key to unlock the door..
I'll let her chase her rightful trance,
If god has given me this only chance..

Abhijit Surve
My Paradise......

Come with me see my clear blue skies,
I welcome you to see my paradise..
Where everything is true there's no lies,
Where every emotion just freely flies..

Listen to the music let it set you free,
open more then just your eyes to see..
My world is as beautiful as it's meant to be,
Just spend your time on a joyous spree..

No worries around for you to fear,
No broken hearts, no painful tear..
Just happiness stuffed on every tier,
Everything you love you'll get it here..

Each day will soothe your ailing pain,
Every day you can feel cool drops of rain..
Take a ride down the hill on my jolly train,
No need to bind yourself you can go insane..

Darkness here has changed it's course,
Love and care shine with full force..
We have sweet smiles for our morning chores,
Here a golden sun sets on the sea shores..

This is the place where hope is reinstalled,
Angels come to rescue when you suffer a fall..
Here sorrows sit low and happiness stands tall,
There’s ample love here and it's enough for all..

Abhijit Surve
You've saved my soul from tearing apart,  
Mended the broken shards of my heart..  
Rekindled the flame, rejuvenated a start,  
Replenished my verve filling it with art..  

A saving hand of grace to me, you are,  
My ever so omnipresent, dazzling star..  
Enlightening my world being near or far,  
Balancing my emotions, bringing me to par..  

Close beside within the hours of the days,  
Something about you that leaves me amazed..  
Lending comfort to me in illustrious ways,  
Straight into my eyes your shiny eyes gaze..  

Redeeming new life that died inside me,  
A bright blue sky just waiting to see..  
The depth of my flight when I fly free,  
You've given me one reason just to be..  

Cause in your eyes, I've been assured,  
Thoughts of doubts have all been cured..  
You've put to rest all sorrows I endured,  
Holding on to me tight so i feel secured..  

I am genuinely yours it's ever so fair,  
This truth of my life my poems declare..  
Such portrait of love is especially rare,  
For you, I brought my whole world to share..  

Abhijit Surve
Never Fall Apart....

Aloofness is playing her witty odd wiles,
Amid us lie a thousand endless miles..
Estranged by oceans from coast to coast,
Veiling the one whom I love the most..

The wind too adamant to not flow her way,
To carry the words which i need to say..
The moon sometimes does needlessly flout,
Twinkling stars either aren't helping me out..

No one feeling worthy to pass on my love,
Sky full of inert clouds on my head above..
There's no bird, who would fly towards west,
Above these peaks with sky touching crest..

But there's no need to worry a bit or more,
I'll soon find my way from shore to shore..
I don't need this world to let you know,
Of all these emotions that I have to show..

Swim through the oceans, fly above the skies,
To show you the glimpse of love in my eyes..
My love is growing with every passing mile,
Leading my path is your beautiful smile..

The voice from my heart is enough to breach,
This distance amid us and help me reach..
And once I make my way close to your heart,
I promise you dear we'll never fall apart..

Abhijit Surve
Never Give Up..

Be strong inside your heart, don't you give up hope,
Reaching the dark abyss, climb up the thrown rope..
Follow the shining star, it will help you to elope,
Chase away infernal pain, crawl up along the slope..

Don't get worried of grieving sorrows and pain,
We'll shower waterfalls that'll wash away their stain..
So just go ahead and dare to stand under the rain,
We'll be there beside to give you peace and sane..

If problems surface in deep, long days after days,
You don’t have to keep bearing there are other ways..
It will soon pass by, face it! it's just a phase,
Don't give up hope of running when you can win the race..

The past is gone, please don’t keep it in your mind,
Although it agitates you just keep your thoughts kind..
Just sit back and relax let your emotions unwind,
Walk your present to the future, leave your past behind..

Forget what went wrong in life and mistakes that you made,
Correct the wrongs, start right now learn to do the trade..
It's so beautiful to be free after crouching in the shade,
Remember and cherish to see life you now try to evade..

There are many more colours to life other then color of blue,
Don't sit idle thinking about which you have no clue..
Blind eyes must be opened wide let the sunbeams through,
Give happiness a joy ride forever to be a part of you..

Abhijit Surve
Ninety Nine Percent

Whatever I'll be saying is ninety nine percent lie,
I know what I'm doing is wrong, but I just can't deny..
There's no compulsion on me but I am compelled to do,
Some false acts to justify my false love for you..

I dream of you as though you are somewhere close to me,
I dream of you as though you are part of my destiny..
If ever god chooses to gift me such a beautiful wife,
I promise I will add hundred new colors to your life..

Baby I'll understand every word you'd never say,
Or bring home a new smile just for you, every day..
Girl I'll always know what you like and what you need,
I'll bring you the sweet fruits even before you plant a seed..

I'll watch the moon and stars sitting on a terrace beside you,
Or help you fly in the sky during daytime when it's blue..
I'll right one sweet poem for every emotion I see on your face,
Where there’s a creek and a bridge, I'll take you to one such place..

I'll draw a cartoon and ask you to paint with colors of your choice,
Or dance and play games with you and sing on top of my voice..
I'll take you on a drive, watch movies and take you on a walk,
I'll listen to your every story, for hours and hours we'll talk..

Just close your eyes and sleep, I'll take care of the rest,
If your world now is good I'll change it from better to best..
I'll take away all your tears and turn them in sheer joy,
At times I'll be your knight and at times I'll be your soft toy..

Whatever I just said for you was everything but a lie,
I know what I'm doing is right, and I don't ever deny..
I am in deep love dear girl, I have nothing else to prove,
Everything that I do for you is hundred percent true..

Abhijit Surve
No Loss No Pain.....

Why do you think of losses and gain,
Why do you feel that my love is in vain..
I never say that you have to feel the same,
It is you who thinks and I never blame..

Why is it so hard for you to perceive,
I never offer me to gain something from you..
All I think about is true love and care,
All I care about is that we are always there..

Why does your mind bring up such a thought,
Why incur this pain when it hurts a lot..
I never ever meant to put you through guilt,
I don't want to hamper the relation we've built..

I love you for a reason and that is my zeal,
You don't always have to feel, the way i feel..
All that matters is that you have respect for me,
Rest all will fall in place as it is meant to be..

Please stop hurting yourself and do me a favor,
A sweet smile on your face is all that I savor..
I never want this to happen, that for me you'd cry,
Happiness in your eyes is for what I struggle and try..

You are so dear to me and for you i am too,
I just want to hear a 'ha ha' and no 'Boo Hoo'..
So what if for now you can't share my feelings,
You'd some day fall for me if my love is appealing..

And if that does not happen then I won't complain,
Cause I’d know that my love has never gone in vain..
Some person you'd love would get these feelings from you,
He would then appreciate you in a way that I do..

Abhijit Surve
No One Like You...

People speak voices that never touch,
Pen down words that don’t mean much..
But then some say only a precious few,
They mean the world whenever they do..

Such are the words that come to me,
I only hear your voice wherever I see..
Somehow the feeling shines right through,
A word of solace passed to me from you..

As your heart comes closer into my view,
A cold breeze passing which felt so blue..
When you whisper a word close to my ears,
Enlightens my world, shatters my fears..

Very soon your voice will bid me adieu,
All I'll have is a sense of déjà vou..
Place my hand as if being by your side,
And wait for a head on it to reside..

The thing I realize is, it was just you,
Who evoked a feeling difficult to subdue..
May be it’s not easy to understand it all,
You'll come back to me before nightfall..

I have someone who's everything like me,
Life will evolve as it is meant to be..
Amid all this emptiness that will ensue,
I know I'll never meet anyone like you..

Abhijit Surve
Nothing Left Due...

Life is an answer to itself when you pose,
Surrounded by thorns is a sweet bud of a rose..
When you start it seems a bit too intricate,
But you still love life, it is hard to hate..

Sometimes its hard to merely keep the pace,
At times you find you are loosing the race..
That’s when a new sun rises for you to see,
Open your spirit to the widest possibility..

Expectations in life should play no part,
Nothing richer in life then a content heart..
Take nothing from the world no rags no riches,
Tend to give more, respect what it teaches..

Unsoiled beauty within is all that you need,
Try to earn nothing but just one good deed..
Luxuriate your life in its very simple form,
No harm, no waste and no dividing norm..

Derive from experiences transpired so far,
Seek to understand more than what you are..
This gift of life is that which you create,
Time is all yours when you consciously slate..

Never discriminate your life in such moments,
One that pleasures and one that torments..
Every second of your life is well in your hands,
You need to utilize the ever changing trends..

Respect the helms that take your life forward,
Bravery is in your soul then don't be a coward..
Second chances are always available for you,
Life ends complete never leaves anything due..

Abhijit Surve
Rain Drops....

Dark clouds gathered all around the sky,  
Not a single sun ray is visible to my eye..  
Silver droplets are falling onto my cheeks,  
Its grey all around and the sun hardly peeks..

I raise my hands and feel the nimble bead,  
From the cloud comes sliding an innocent deed..  
Right in my palms it lands and rolls around,  
Need to prevent it from falling on the ground..

My heart pleads to me I need some of the bliss,  
Take a sip of a dropp and I'll lend it a kiss..  
The water hold up above is spilled everywhere,  
Clouds are cramping up high colliding in a pair..

When a dropp slides down your ever smiling lips,  
Sweetness it gathers from your chin it drips..  
I struggle to collect it all I try as much I can,  
The drops slide left to right working on a plan..

They want me to work hard to get what i desire,  
For i am collecting dreams all which i admire..  
Each dropp is filled with joy untamed and unbound,  
Once it reaches ground it will be never found..

Tear drops in my eyes have suddenly disappeared,  
Though the sky is dark the clouds have almost cleared..  
The medicine for my wounds and agonizing pain,  
Has come down in form of this engrossing rain..

Abhijit Surve
Reason To Smile......

You are the one who gives me a smile everyday,
You give me some new wishful reasons to pray..
You are the one who has smoothly paved my way,
You are ever more then words I have to say..

You give me the light that enlightens my heart,
You've bound my life which was broken apart..
You give me the joy I missed from the start,
You've taken me to my life's unvisited part..

You take all my worries and turn them around,
You are my world where happiness is found..
You are the beautiful dream I used to hound,
You've taken me high up above the ground..

You are always there when i wish for you,
You've fulfilled my dream whatever was due..
You bring me peace when on my shoulder you skew,
You've painted with colors the picture i drew..

You've made me understand the feeling of love,
You've come like an angel from heaven above..
You soothe my soul within and calm my nerve,
You always have all the right emotions to serve..

Please lay on my shoulder for just another while,
Please give me another sweet feeling so agile..
Please keep walking with me for just another mile,
Please give me one another simple reason to smile..

Abhijit Surve
Relations......

They are quite innumerable yet we rely on a few,
Trying to understand what’s between me and you..
A bundle of emotions and feelings that we show,
These are relations, we share with someone we know..

Some relations are filled with bonding and love,
Some are deep within some just on surface above..
Some are carried for years with friends and foe,
Some are rated high in life while some lay low..

We are happy gaining some, loosing some makes us sad,
Some provide sanity to life while some drive us mad..
Some relations are known, some are left contained,
Some are dusted in the past, some are well maintained..

Some relations get glee in life, some are victims of fate,
No matter how much we love or hate them, they all are great..
Unknown to this world, are such relations which are pure,
You would love to relate us with one and i am sure..

If our relation is hard for the world to understand,
Ask them the relation shared by the sea and the land..
Ask the moon and the stars if their relation is true,
Then question the relation shared between me and you..

Abhijit Surve
Remember Me......

Your piercing brown eyes, give an innocent vibe..
The glow that they carry, i cannot describe..
Deep inside your eyes i feel like free falling..
A shadow of me, from inside your eyes keep calling...
One smile on your face, is enough to make my day..
One wish i make, forever it shall stay that way..
Colors of happiness, spread on a rainbow for miles..
Come walk on these colors, for each one holds a 100 smiles..

The way you laugh, and bring your hand up to your red lips..
Gentle touch of your skin, touches me through your fingertips..
Big talks that you talk, a childish anger on your face..
Hold my hand and take me to, a special less known place..
One thing i feel bad about, your worries that you dont share..
When you'll learn to open your heart, you'll know that people care..
You hide tears from others, you sit and cry alone..
Please understand my dear, feelins are always meant to be shown..

One special place in my heart, is all that i could give..
The moment i realized this, it gave me one new reason to live..
Many feelings screaming within me, went out on a silent note..
I have respect for you in my heart, your decisions will have my vote..
I want you to know just this, i never was a selfish man..
To support and be by your side, i did everything possibly i can..
My love was never possessive, i had little expectations..
I know i did go wrong somtimes, i mishandled certain situations..

Scary thought in my mind, as your farewell day nears..
Worries me a lot, and brings my eyes to tears..
I know slowly but surely, i will loose your voice and sight..
The day will be hard to live through, i'll spend a sleepless night..
If ever you face a problem, the moment you feel that alone you stand..
Close your eyes and call my name, and you'll get my helping hand..
Do keep your life pretty simple, never add complexity of sorrow..
If today is what is best for you, I wish you a better tommorow..

The bond that we now share, means more then a world to me..
If this is true friendship, keep it just the way it should be..
First Love of my life you are, i shall always remember you..
One prayer to god is, he makes you remember me too..

Abhijit Surve
Rest In Peace...

World today in its ever changing phase,
Is discriminated into skin color and race..
Just following the herd without a clue,
We claim we are one but that’s not true..

Same air we breathe, one planet we share,
Our brothers are dying but we don't care..
We never feel their pain, no book unfurled,
So easily we claim it as a third world..

The rich spend millions on undue luxuries,
The poor can't effort to cure their injuries..
Ever increasing greed has killed our soul,
Honesty and humbleness no longer play a role..

Your black, I'm white is how we are known,
Distinguish our friends by their skin tone..
The blood in our veins is nothing but red,
Then why this racism resides in our head..

Every one is indulged in raising the bar,
To just show the world how powerful we are..
No nukes, no bombs having destructive power,
Understanding and faith is the need of the hour..

We deny what is true don't accept the facts,
Disgrace our people with our miserable acts..
Kill in numbers to prove a point or two,
Blame others for all that is wrong in you..

Sometimes we think there's a need for a change,
But soon we realize it's not within our range..
The numbers against us our pretty much high,
we've been living like this, like this we shall die..

Think of a better world for our children to live,
This one thought may be enough to heave..
The diminishing spirit of humanity on its feet,
To help build a world where the two ends meet..
So before we die, we promise that one good deed,  
Which gives water and light our humanity seed..  
One slim chance is there for us to seize,  
May be then forever, we shall 'Rest In Peace'..

Abhijit Surve
Say You Are Mine....

Not enough words to say what I feel,
But the pain is deep difficult to heal..
Want to turn it off just for a day,
To know how it is not to feel this way..

My heart cries out, emotions are true,
What more need I say what more is due..
Alone in this crowd searching your face,
Heartfelt sorrow not a shadow to trace..

I want to feel your arms round me again,
Then feel your warm kisses in the rain..
To be full once more, I'm going insane,
Tears I've hold are now ready to drain..

I need to have that old peace inside,
When close beside me you used to reside..
Deprived of you my heart is still screaming,
Days pass by but it's never stopped dreaming..

I wander this world with you in my mind,
Searching for answers until one I'd find..
Trying to fill this void alone I walk,
Carving your face into the clouds, I talk..

Tried holding your hand but all I catch is air,
When I turn around you're not there..
I need you near me, you holding me tight,
Talk to me once please answer my plight..

Times are hard, we need to sail through,
But i can't help the fact that I miss you..
Please come back to me, wipe my tears,
Say you are mine and kill all my fears..

Abhijit Surve
She Never Noticed Me....

Sometimes I wonder how hard it could be,
To notice something, that I changed in me..
A change in the way I style my hair,
Or a change in the pair of clothes i wear..

Sometimes i experiment with the way i look,
While sometimes my styles are all copy book..
But no matter what or how big is the change,
It is only to me, I am left estrange..

At times I do modernize the way I talk,
Sometimes I revolutionize the way I walk..
What is the use of this transformation in me,
If the people who matter are least interested to see..

Till the end of the day I wait for one compliment,
A praiseful word or two of an admiring comment..
But for time that I wait is left all futile,
Even fail to notice the difference in my smile..

Today I thought my new clothes will blurt,
A silky grey trouser and a plain pink shirt..
I gelled my hair, styled in a special hairdo,
And for a change today I polished my shoe..

Then all dressed up when I met her this morning,
I never missed a chance to pass her a warning..
I walked back and forth so that she could see,
But like everyday before she never noticed me..

Abhijit Surve
Simple Rhymes...

I pen these rhymes when I think of you,
You've inspired me to write something new..
I would've never last, If it was just me,
There would have been no rhyme in my poetry..

I write down emotions on a piece of paper,
Get broad ideas but eventually they taper..
To a single point that leads me to you,
And your smiling face remains in my view..

Images in your mind I manage to steal,
I depict your life in the way you feel..
I feel life is easy, as compared to most,
Cause I get my rhymes from a beautiful host..

I also do write about the issues you face,
My poems and rhymes fall well in place..
While writing sometimes when I manage to find,
The key to unlock hidden answers behind..

Sometimes my words themselves they sing,
The song of happiness and joy, you bring..
In their words they laud the ever influential,
Presence of your own, you being essential..

Your life may not be special to the rest,
But for me and my poems it suits the best..
My rhymes too have nothing unusual or grand,
Simple rhymes about you easy to understand..

Abhijit Surve
So New So You....

I felt that joy on my cheek,
A lot more then my eyes could speak..
I felt that warmth in my heart,
That rush of sane in every part..

I felt that smile real as ever,
Upon my lips staying forever..
I looked down at you just to see,
And you were smiling just like me..

A rarity seen once in a blue moon,
A smile which won't disappear soon..
Your eyes too say a blissful word,
A lot more then what was ever heard..

It was beautiful seeing you smile,
Felt wonderfully amazed for a while..
I crave it now for time to reverse,
My heart is now ready to rehearse..

You make me happy in every kind,
You give me soothing peace of mind..
I never thought of such a good time,
Where life tunes like a lyrical rhyme..

Just what you do, gives me so much,
To my soul you give a tender touch..
You changed me into something so new,
So carefree, so simple and so you..

Abhijit Surve
Still Working Fine..

Everything around is in a slow motion,
Laziness is now a prominent emotion..
The mood surrounding is seemingly low,
Time in my watch too is ticking slow..

The air is dull and the day is boring,
Being half asleep, I am almost snoring..
Everyday is the same, there's nothing new,
I am cynical of following this routine too..

Ages have passed and still many pending,
It feels to me this day is never ending..
Thought of taking a walk for a while,
But every step I take feels like a mile..

Not an ounce of energy to boost my mood,
Tried to vitalize in every way I could..
Having lost all the vigor, I had in store,
A change for good isn't happening anymore..

My body too has lost all remaining momentum,
Like a mannequin on my desk, in my sanctum..
Laying on my chair with an impassive face,
Even a blink of an eye, is hard to trace..

Pessimistic thoughts are troubling my mind,
Even a pinch of optimism is hard to find..
Strangely enough, in such a dreadful time,
I have tuned my words, I am able to rhyme..

Written in every verse, is simply what i feel,
How easily could I manage this without a zeal..
Assonance is created by scripting every line,
Yes! ! The poet inside me is still working fine..

Abhijit Surve
Strength....

We live in a world, where nothings for sure..
Not everything in Life has a true cure..
Life beets a broken heart, such moments do come..
Our mind is confused, and our feelings go numb..

Our life takes sorrows, where things get violent..
Tolerating all that comes, Life always remains silent..
Life is not always stable, no feeling has a fixed place..
Life is full of challenges, which people do face..

Life comes and goes, Just as season's change..
While we are aware of most, Some changes are strange..
In Life we face situations, reality plays a big role..
Life teaches us how, we can raise the beauty of our soul..

Don't add just years to your Life, add Life to your years..
Don't feel hard done by Life, always face your fears..
What comes next in life, no one is knowing..
Everyone is worried but no one is showing..

Written from heaven above, comes our life's little story..
Moments of achievements, shame, guts and glory..
We have to face and answer god, when his message is sent..
Life is a fairy tale which one day God does end...

Don't think of what was lost, it was always not yours to keep..
For things we can't get from this world, God gives us dreams when we sleep..
So always think better in life, for things that don't seem good..
If God is always worried for us, then I don't think we should..

Abhijit Surve
Stretch Out My Hand...

I stretch out my hand but I cannot touch,
Moment I try hard, it escapes my clutch..
Feeling the fragrance of a rose as such,
On the face of an angel who I love so much..

How beautiful it looks jovial down there,
I want to let her know how much i care..
Can't be close to her and it's just not fair,
This distance between us is too hard to bare..

I always feel your spirit flying all around,
Still my hands find it difficult to hound..
Your glittering eyes show something unfound,
Your whispering lips speak something unbound..

You lay on a pedestal just out of my reach,
Wall that you've built is so hard to breach..
Time and again some words that you preach,
Eat through my heart and my tears they leach..

Come and feel the purity of my love to be,
Don't hide yourself raise your head to see..
Magnificent clouds of glory surrounding me,
Come rest on my shoulders to find your glee..

Close your eyes and take one small look above,
You'll See a shadow showering you with some love..
Just for you to hold and in return you can shove,
Your heart, which will fly like a snow white turtle dove..

Abhijit Surve
Taken Away.....

As i am here laying down alone on a silent beach,
Admiring the shiny stars which i can't reach..
I remember a night under this dark beautiful sky,
You were promising us you would never say goodbye..

Unfortunately you did, you have left me alone,
I searched for you in the mist but you were gone..
Till the time i realized, i stood alone by the shore,
Taken away by the wind, you were not with me anymore..

I didn't know what to do, didn't know what to say,
Never dreamt of this day when you would be taken away..
Waiting for you all night, i sat there alone and cried,
Never found your hand to hold no matter how hard i tried..

I had all this questions and thoughts running in my mind,
What if god gave me the power to turn the time behind..
I could've brought you back and would've grabbed you tight,
Mighty wind, would've failed to take you away from my sight..

After i realized what could have been said and done,
It was a little too late, you were already gone..
I had lost everything, there wasn't much i could gain,
For there was no one close to me, to understand my pain

By now you had disappeared, you had gone too far,
It seemed that you were one amongst the twinkling star..
Still there for the night, i laid alone on silky sand,
Wishing for that shining star to fall in my hand..
Wishing for that shining star to fall in my hand..

Abhijit Surve
Tears Do Speak....

If my tears could speak and talk,
What else would they display..?
But of course a thousands of words,
Which now are much difficult to say...

They'd quietly whisper, a sorry,
When I am wrong and you are right..
They'd scream out, rightly scared,
Standing alone in the middle of the night..

Whenever they feel like, they do talk,
But they end up revealing too much..
I never hide away all my tears,
They're just wiped away by your gentle touch..

They 'd exclaim out of sheer Joy,
Whenever you're there around
They'd indicate that, 'I'm sad',
When you are far, and I'm feeling down..

They do really speak and talk.,
Won't you once, just listen..?
Who knows you just might find,
Whatever you've been missin..

They'd calmly reply, ' I'm lonely',
When I'm thinking about you..
Is it too late for you to see,
That my tears cry out, 'I love You! '..

They do speak and talk my dear,
But why is it that you can't hear..
You'd understand what they want to say,
If only you could read my tear..

Abhijit Surve
Teddy Bear

A bear, however hard he tries, Grows tubby without exercise..
Our Teddy Bear is short and fat, Which is not to be wondered at..
He gets all the love he can, for all cute girls he is the man..
But generally he seems to lack, The energy to talk back..

His tubbiness is just the thing, Which always gets me wondering..
why cute girls keep hugging him a lot, what all is he that i am not..
Teddy worries me lots about, that he is chubby and i am stout..
I think 'It really isn't fair, this fatso gets all the stare'.

This teddy bear has spelled us a doom, everyone knows belongs to whom..
His round eyes and tiny nose, for years now he's struck the same pose..
He neither moves nor does he dance, still he gets the first chance..
All girls think he is very smart, To know what lies in the girls heart..

Our bear rejoices like anything, To read that he is a heart's King..
Stuffed with cotton and body of fur, Girls think he's damm cute for sure..
Girls murmur around his ears, sweet words of comfort and of tears..
And certainly all the men envy, they think, 'If he can then why can't we? ? '

Our teddy answers not a word, it's doubtful if he's even heard..
We are left to wonder and miss, he always gets the cheeky kiss..
Girls fonder his cheek and pull his ear, while sleeping too they keep him near..
This is the way things go about, so he's proud of being short and stout..

Girls carry him everywhere, hold his hand, give him care..
Why do we don't get such attention, its time now for redemption..
God i make one wish to you, Turn me into something new..
Listening to me, if you are there, 'Turn me into a Teddy Bear...! ! '...

Abhijit Surve
The Last Time......

If I knew it would be the last time.. that in front of me, I'd see you stand..
I would tuck you in more tightly.. Never let you go, i'd Hold your hand..

If I knew it would be the last time.. That I see you walk out the door..
I would give you a hug and kiss.. And call you back for one more..

If I knew it would be the last time.. I'd hear your voice so clear this way..
I would record each action and word.. so I could play back everyday..

If I knew it would be the last time.. I would spare an extra minute or two..
to stop and say how much i care for you.. from this moment, you would know I
do..

If I knew it would be the last time.. I would be there to share your day..
well I'm sure we'll not have so many more.. so I can't let just this one slip away..

For surely there's always a tomorrow.. to make up for an lost oversight..
and we always get a second chance.. to turn everything from wrong to right..

There will always be another day.. to share our feelings and emotions..
And certainly there's another chance.. to solve problems with proper solutions..

But just in case I might be wrong.. and today is all that I may get..
I'd like to say how much I love you.. and I hope you never forget..

Tomorrow is not promised to anyone.. every one young or old alike..
And today may be the last chance i get.. to hold my dear loved one tight..

So if you're waiting for tomorrow.. Then why not turn to today? ..
For if tomorrow never comes.. you'll surely regret this day..

So hold your loved ones close today.. make a sweet whisper in their ear..
Tell them how much you love them.. and that you'll always hold them dear..

If today is all that you have in hand.. Spare some time to hear and say..
And if tomorrow never comes.. You'll have no regrets about today..

Abhijit Surve
The Magic In You..

All you people around come take your places,
Tonight its time to wear your happy faces..
It has come again and I'm sure you know,
Get together, we'll have a good show..

Look in my eyes dear ladies and gentlemen,
Gaze carefully, but don't be blind then..
What's up my sleeves won't fool the wise,
See a phoenix, how from ashes it'll rise..

There is no mirage and no other trap door,
Thin air flowing amid the sky and the floor..
With empty hands I stand on this stage,
A humble being ready to face the worlds rage..

No bunnies, no hats and no black stick,
A simple smile is enough to do the trick..
One quick swing of moods defying logic,
Are you sure? you still don't believe in magic..

Free bundle of joy for everyone crowded here,
It is all yours, you just need to volunteer..
Happiness far beyond any reason or rhyme,
A magical emotion does its job every time..

You portray the will left in you to control,
The delight in your heart and enchanted soul..
Stops all your crying and condemns your fear,
Just a puff of air and all sorrows disappear..

Acquire this magic and lay it by your side,
Stick it on your lips and stretch it wide..
Then see the world change in a moment or two,
Just keep that little magic alive in you..

Abhijit Surve
Think For Us...

Shining bright in this perfect night,
From it's throne way up high in sight..
He sent a white star shooting down at me,
God gave me an angel in who's eyes I see..

A world with smiles much bigger and bright,
Carrying a glow of his magical moonlight..
Here a wish is fulfilled whenever you pray,
Old tears give birth to a new smile everyday..

Way your smile gets reflected in your eye,
Are simply your emotions which strongly imply..
I know you're the one and my heart won't conceive,
I have found my true love which I do believe..

I do also believe that you very well know,
Whatever my words here are trying to show..
Is only one feeling which is pure as gold,
One feeling I've expressed many a times untold..

I'll be by your side every moment you breathe,
To calm down your soul at times when it seethe..
I'll make it a point to count your every smile,
Rest on my shoulder, feel the warmth for a while..

Just when you sleep I'll slip in your delusion,
Much better then reality, I'll create an illusion..
Dream us together witness a new feeling born,
Just think for us once before arrival of dawn..

Abhijit Surve
Together We Can...

I wish for a smile upon a face,
A bundle of joy that itself says..
It has to live to see a tomorrow,
Don't want to end the day in sorrow..

Fetching happiness for everyone,
Rising high like the morning sun..
Making life a little more easy,
A little bit sane, a little crazy..

Screaming happily in a delightful joy,
Tears well dried in a content eye..
A simple smile means so much more,
Puddles of bliss never splashed before..

One can't win this world all alone,
Need that someone to guide you home..
Bring us together to be whole again,
And soothe the ailing heart in pain..

No more hiding in a deep dark hood,
Life began great and must now end good..
Little more left for me to understand,
Slowly unfolds, life holds such a trend..

I crave for love, I want to be loved,
Someone to hold, don't want to be shoved..
Need magic moments that I could savor,
Together we can make this last forever..

Abhijit Surve
Tomorrow...

Why think about the uncertainties everyday,
Live here and now for this moment today..
The moments of joy which have come our way,
Grab each one of it, don’t let it fade away..

Keep what you've got don't ask for any more,
Hold my hand tight we'll walk by the shore..
The love that we yield from our hearts very core,
Shall cave in a way, if we find one small pore..

The flashes of life which were our true finding,
All sweet occasions that do keep on reminding..
You're free to keep living for time is unbinding,
And the moment this stops, I'll keep on rewinding..

Don't think of tomorrow, this day has just begun,
Just sit back and enjoy every instance of our fun..
In a world we are together where our life is one,
I'll be right by your side until this day is done..

Our sweet life today is all ready to enhance,
Come sing a song with me, come let's have a dance..
Live out your life while you’ve got the chance,
Lets turn this reality into one of our trance..

All i can give you is my happiness to borrow,
Bring a smile on your face in days of sorrow..
Stand waiting for you at the end of the furrow,
I don't want to make a promise for tomorrow..

Abhijit Surve
Touch..

My one true love come close to me,
Wish you were here and I could see..
Your pretty face in my eye’s tonight,
Laid together, me holding you tight..

Baby I feel you here in my heart,
Need you beside can’t stay apart..
It’s been so long I’ve hold you near,
Rest in my arms I’ll hold you dear..

Can’t wait no more I need you now,
Trying to be calm but I don’t know how..
My restless heart cries out your name,
It’s Madly in love so one can’t blame..

Endlessly waiting time is still pending,
Second after second seems never ending..
I’m doing the math, counting the hours,
Eagerly holding the time that’s ours..

Waiting for that one moment of bliss,
Hugging me tight you’ll lend me a kiss..
My longing soul is left with no choice,
Lingering back just to here your voice..

The birds are singing, loves on its way,
Woken with a kiss, what more need I say..
Lips that seem to be talking to my soul,
Capturing my senses, smoothly they stole..

A cute little tight but beautiful embrace,
Looking at me with a smile on her face..
Is a sweet angel from the far delights,
Her touch has sent me soaring new heights..

Abhijit Surve
True And False....

It's not what i think is always true,
But whenever i do, i think of you...
It could be true, it could be false,
Cause it's my heart who make these calls...

Feeling of love has always inspired me,
This is one feeling you really can't see..
When you are in love everything is fair,
People talk things but i really don't care..

One simple fact that i want you to know,
I can face the tide, but i go with the flow..
Cause we just don't find love wandering somewhere,
When god gives you heart, he gives love in there..

My life no longer be at peace with me,
Things will soon unfold, time holds the key..
I will wait for you till the time is right,
I will win your love, i won't just fight...

If things don't change, i'll deal with it,
I'll manage to pull myself out of this pit..
If my destiny chooses not to choose your hand,
Still while you sleep, guarding you, i'll stand..

It might well occur, we may never meet again,
Only a thought of which gives me great pain..
I think i may never get to be with you,
But then what i think isn't always true..

Abhijit Surve
True Love......

I always knew love is God, a feeling so pure..
His magic for hearts, it is real for sure..
love is always right, when your life goes wrong..
Your thoughts go weak but love remains strong..

True love is never jealous, true love adheres pain..
Love is not something you loose, Love should always be gained..
Love gives emotions that thrill, love gives moments that excite..
Soft Words that enchant, and feelings which delight..

Love sometimes does hurt, love always will heal..
Love is the softness of a rose bud, your heart does feel..
Love needs understanding, Love relies on compromise..
Love salutes your generosity, Love respects your every sacrifice..

Love does not discriminate, Love is flying free..
Love gives us solution, Love answers who are we..
Love is universal, an heaven sent emotion..
True love will give you smiles, and your dreams a new direction..

Love is full of compassion, Love is free of fault..
The only time in your life, your heart breaths to a halt..
Love means forgiveness, Love offers a supporting hand..
An eternal message from god, Love is his command..

Never cage true love, you have to let it go..
Love is light u cant hide, in darkness it will glow..
So make your heart so true and pure, a place for love to reside..
The purity of love is not brought to you, it is there inside..

Abhijit Surve
Way Too Deep.....

A sweet embrace whispers in my ear,
Warmth of your presence when you are near..
Feeling tenderness of a sensual touch,
Offering me all this love so much..

My heart melts down when you are around,
All I hear is you and no other sound..
Your eyes lift me up the heavy cast,
Impressions on my mind are set to last..

You hold my hands and they burn no more,
Gentle push in the air and away I soar..
The tunes of your voice are enfold ing me,
Becalmed by sweet words and their melody..

Life changes too fast for I am slow,
I long for you and I want you to know..
You've put together what had fallen apart,
Pieces of my soul in an unified heart..

Our life is a vision and I wait to see,
Born before memories we were meant to be..
Forever together see a dream come true,
Nothing but thin air between me and you..

Life in my soul is the breath you take,
Commanding me are the gestures you make..
Feel my heart up-close, I am yours to keep,
Don't measure my love, it is way too deep..

Abhijit Surve
We Are The Same...

Envisage a paradise that includes you and me,
A place with no boundaries so freely we can flee..
We perceive a dream of how pleasant it would be,
Then why don't you see the world that i see..

You listen to the heart which holds you so dear,
You don't get to far cause it's all that i fear..
Read my heart beat pound, staying close right here,
Then why don't you hear the voice that i hear..

As simple as they sound they are humble and meek,
The rhythm of our speech is all that we seek..
Make sweet indulgence of talks for a long streak,
Then why don't you speak the words that i speak..

Unhide all emotions we never mean to conceal,
In whatever we believe is all that we reveal..
A touch of our passion does give them a zeel,
Then why don't you feel in the way that i feel..

Similarities of our thoughts shows a strong link,
Whatever your mind reads i do understand in a wink..
The coalition of our hearts is just on the brink,
Then why don't you think in a way that i think..

I tried hard to find one such difference i could blame,
Even asked you to share one if you could reclaim..
Got nothing but a difference in our genders and name,
Then why are we different if we are the same..

Abhijit Surve
What Do We Need......

Innocence itself, is a marvelous thing...
It comes to us in our life's early spring..
then what do we gain, when innocence is lost..? ?
Why does our life experience, comes at this cost..? ?

Purity of heart is a gift of joy..
Happiness resides in every young girl and boy..
Why is it that only, children see life differently..? ?
Is it cause they are free of guilt completely..? ?

Good memories are made of only when we were young..
together we enjoyed, tunes of life that we sung..
Where did that circle of friends disappear like a ghost..? ?
Why stand alone, facing nightmares we feared the most..? ?

We took every stride, with as much pride..
We shared every feeling, no emotion did we hide..
Why is our heart now a slave and our mind rules..? ?
Are dreams here unreal and for unguided fools..? ?

The world was always a better place to live..
We shared our belongings, we loved to give..
Why today we seek for more then we need..? ?
Is it not because, we live in greed..? ?

Why act in a role which we are not destined to play..
Why utter the words we never meant to say..
Why fight to gain everything that we touch..? ?
Why does winning always matter so much..? ?

Ask your life questions, watch what difference it makes..
find better answers, no matter how much time it takes..
Innocence is there deep in you, open your heart and see..
Ask yourself a question 'Is all this worth, more then me..? ?'

Abhijit Surve
What I Like In You......

You ask today, What do you like in me?
What i say is there for you to see..
I wish there's something i could say,
That suites you well in a pleasent way..

I like this one thing in your eyes,
When they reflect the open blue skies..
I like the way your words show poise,
Cause there's a sweetness in your voice..

I like to see those cherry red lips,
When theres a smile amid their tips..
I like to lay those curls in place,
When each one furls across your face..

I like the moments i spend with you,
Everytime we meet there's something new..
I like the beauty which sets you apart,
Not only on your face but in your heart..

I like your essence which is so pure,
When in pain this touch is enough to cure..
I like the tenderness of your kiss,
It fills my body and soul full with bliss..

Excitement kicks when in your company,
Reality and dreams brought in symphony..
Everything about you is a testimony,
I am who I am because you complete me..

Abhijit Surve
What Is Love...

The day you asked me, what love truly is?
Why does your love makes me feel like this?
Is there something about love that I still miss?
well, I'll explain, love is something like this..

Love is the warmth of the morning bliss,
Love is the sweetness of red strawberries..
Love is the intensity of a passionate kiss,
Love is the sanity which brings us to peace..

Love is the inner strength in us that lies,
Love is the length of unbounded clear skies..
Love is the treasure found in one's tiny eyes,
Love is the pleasure that our heart implies..

Love is the brightness of the morning sun,
Love is the laughter of a child having fun..
Love is the wind blowing out in the open,
Love is the dazzle in the stars that stun..

Love is a gentle touch that doesn't hurt a bit,
Love is a serene voice of a valiant heart beat..
Love is the spot where two wandering souls meet,
Love is the calming word of a merciful treat..

Love is in the music that makes you dance along,
Love is in the lyrics when you sing a song..
Love is the holy place where we truly belong,
Love is the moment you cherish all life long..

Love is the sweet smile that dwells on your face,
Love is the maze you can solve in different ways..
Love is a feeling that two chosen hearts embrace,
Love is everything we have been doing all these days..

Abhijit Surve
What Shall I Present....

How shall I ever propose her my love,
Got no ideas in here, it's all empty above..
One thought at a time does strike my psyche,
I soon get confused about what will she like..

Shall I Present a flower to greet a special someone,
To convey my love the way it is said and done..
Then express to her to let her know I am close,
With a feeling wrapped tight in a bud of red rose..

Then I feel that one rose is just another trite,
I'll gift along a greeting in which I can write..
A thousand salutation of words that touches her heart,
An emotional outburst in its every written part..

But still I keep feeling I can add something better,
I'll just add a sweet chocolate most desired by her..
The sweetness I've put in will enchant her mind,
One bite of this auburn will soothe her in a kind..

But then again I think is all this worth a while,
Will my chocolates and roses bring back her lost smile..
Will my words be just enough to make her understand,
That what I feel is true and I just don't pretend..

So how about a gift that'll be with her forever,
A gift she can always cherish and one she can savor..
She'll remember me just for this, all life long,
I'll gift her a poem, I'll gift her a song..

A poem for every moment and it's very occurrence,
A poem when she's happy or she's sad for an instance..
Each one of her emotion dispensed in every written word,
Every line that describes her many feelings unheard..

If the world fails to share her joy and sorrow,
She'll have my poems through today and tomorrow..
If things don't turn out the way they're meant to be..
Still I'll remain with her even when she's not with me..
When Love Comes My Way.....

Time will tell, the nature of your heart,
If this fire will grow or if it'll fall apart..
Whether your love will stay here forever,
Or whether it'll grow cold and then rise never..

If I'll have to face the night all life long,
Or if the day will be restored with your song..
Will I savor the sweet fruit of my dedication,
Or will I get restrained under this temptation..

Will I be facing a chilling loneliness as such,
Or will I experience the warmth of your touch..
Will I be left mourning in my painful endurance,
Or will I get the soothing cure of your presence..

Will I ever get this invaluable gift for my life,
Will you come in my world and be my beloved wife..
Our capabilities apart, if we are willing to give,
Your cute moments for me and my sweet moments for you..

Found my veiled treasure when discovered your smile,
Gives me strength for a while to walk another mile..
A dream when realized would give me everything worth,
A beautiful life to spend on this beautiful earth..

A thought of you being here gives me a reason to pray,
My sunshine and moonlight which completes my day..
So I'll remain contented and my heart shall stay,
How blissful life would be when love comes my way..

Abhijit Surve
Who Am I......

Who am i? asks someone whose inside me,
Hidden within, world is waiting to see..
Never seen him before, never heard of him,
There lies some one in whom i may redeem..

Is he the one, who's been lonely for a while,
Or is he the one carrying a really fake smile..
Is he what you like or is he what your heart fears,
Or is he the one crying crocodile tears..

Is he someone, worth of people's trust and belief,
Or is he someone who gives others soothing relief..
Is he the one who knows to share and cure the pain,
Or is he someone filled with guilt and self gain..

Is he the one giving comfort when you're very scared,
Or is he an actor who comes to you well prepared..
Is he honest and humble, is he caring and kind,
Or is he a wicked thinker, running his clever mind..

Is he a lost trespasser trying to find his way,
Or is he a snake charmer, fooling people everyday..
Is he a humble person who is true, simple and wise,
Or is he a dishonest person who's staying in disguise..

Can he not be a person who is true to his heart,
Can he not be a person who is like this from the start..
Can there not be some reasons why he chose to hide,
Can there not be an unheard story on the other side..

Can he not be unique in his own different style,
Can he not be a person you've not seen for some while..
Give him trust and time and you will be able to see,
He is the very person who is inside me..

Abhijit Surve
Will Lose You Never...

I shall thank the heavens above,
The day it brings back my love..
What I seek now is a simple wish,
You to tie an unbreakable leash..

I knew my dreams will come true,
I'll be sitting right beside you..
We'll be together just you and me,
Bring true love for the world to see..

You make my life, you make my day,
No matter how bad, days feel okay..
Make all bitter things taste sweet,
Fill joys in life make it complete..

When I sound low, unhappy and down,
You give me smiles to end my frown..
You help me forget my repulsive past,
Give me grins which are there to last..

You are so perfect a match for me,
Differences exist but they are wee..
When I think of you I just can't stop,
Pumping my heart threatening to pop..

I have a feeling you'll be back soon,
We'll sit together beneath the moon..
I know our love will last forever,
And I know I will lose you never..

Abhijit Surve
Writing is just an ensemble of words,
A rhymed pattern put down to impress the herds..
Its playing with letters, lets just be fare,
If not for thoughts there's nothing in there..

Careful deliberations, of a thinking mind,
Something new always, never two of a kind..
Few lines on a paper always do the trick,
A seldom progression its not witty or quick..

Its nothing without ideas and a proper view,
Its nothing if there’s nothing about me and you..
Pouring one's brain on a plain white page,
Mixing in different designs a work of a sage..

A blank leaf of nothingness one can conceive,
He who wears his heart right up his sleeve..
Does fill it with colors as time may pass,
Throws new emotions on a single blank canvas..

Words are not just simple means to communicate,
They determine the obsessions we love or hate..
Work of a magician who can blind your eyes,
Can never make out if words are true or lies..

Our writing reflects the world we portray,
Contemplations in our mind which we never say..
If it is up to me I'll keep writing all along,
Cause it keeps me close to the world I belong..

Abhijit Surve
Worth Giving A Choice...

Streaming thoughts are raging along,
My mind and body start singing a song..
Drowning the soul in rhythm and rhymes,
Singing all about sweet memories of times..

The joy of loving, the joy of giving,
Learning to earn the gift of forgiving..
Propelling a surge of a silent chaos,
Decisions in life are flipping a toss..

Submerged are these turbulent thoughts,
Rejuvenated life is calling the shots..
Fighting to stay afloat facing the tide,
Sighting a new journey, enjoying the ride..

Dropped its anchor away from the shore,
Heart is taming the waves like never before..
A long lost treasure is slowly unveiling,
Life so far has been a smooth sailing..

Emptied myself of all the shallow dread,
Built a strong bond with strends of thread..
Now holding me tight are those gentle arms,
Preserving my smile are those magical charms..

A whole new meaning is added to this day,
The journey itself is paving a new way..
Guiding me here is a tender mistic voice,
Life atlast is now worth giving a choice..

Abhijit Surve
You And Me.....

I turn into a feather and move with the wind,
The smile on my face shows where I've been..
Whether this is magic is not a question to ask,
I love the cool breeze and warm sunlight to bask..

I turn into a bee and buzz happily around,
Sweetness explodes when a red rose is found..
The fragrance of love that the two of us share,
The relation that exists is nothing but fair..

I turn into a moon and ballet with the stars up high,
Movement of our feet leaves shiny scars in a dark sky..
Eyes glazed over each other get caught in a trance,
No music is needed when the two of us dance..

I turn into a smile and slide back on your face,
Then stay there forever visibly easy to trace..
There's a good reason that i have taken this niche,
Only to answer your call when you make your wish..

I turn into a cloud and float along with the breeze,
Sometimes i face storms, sometimes i float with ease..
Proud of who we are, our thinking constantly clashes,
When two of us collide sparkling lightning flashes..

I turn into a tune and change this life into a song,
Soothing music full of emotions, removing every prong..
Though life is facing problems, have no worries at this time,
Here all our thoughts resemble and the words we speak rhyme..

I turn into a lamp and then guide you in the dark,
The joy train that i ride is waiting for you to embark..
Once we ride together, we go to unknown places,
Our sorrows are alighted it brings smiles on our faces..

This here is something i hope can last it's way,
Though I'm not perfect trying to be better every day..
What lies in the future i really don't care to see,
Cause now it's all about you being close to me.
Abhijit Surve
You Ask Me How...? ?

You ask me why? do I care for you,
I always manage to have something new..
That brings up a smile on your face,
From where do I gather? these different ways..

You ask me why? am I always there,
The reason I show so much care..
That soothes and relieves all your pain,
How do I do it? you want me to explain..

You ask me why? do I don't let you down,
Bring you joy when you feel frown..
That helps you get back all that you lost,
You want to know this comes at what cost..

You ask me how? do I understand your needs,
Right from your eyes is where my heart reads..
Those thoughts that you nurture of every kind,
You want to know how do I read your mind..

You ask me why? am I pampering you a lot,
Never leave you alone, stick to you like a knot..
That pulls you out of problems with all its might,
How do I succeed? in holding you so tight..

You ask me how? do I stand so strong,
Lifting your spirits high, all day long..
So when you fall asleep you'll be more content,
You wonder from where? do I get my strength..

So if your heart has raised a question to you,
How does someone, somewhere thinks something so true..
Then just close your eyes and ask a question above,
He'll soon answer dear, 'This is something called LOVE'....
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Curiosity in you wants to know,
Why does my heart love you so..
What is the reason I hold you dear,
Why is it always, I want you near..

Well let me explain how love works,
Deep in your heart a feeling lurks..
A feeling that heals your every pain,
Changes your irrational world to sane..

First is building a wall of trust,
True faith in your eyes is a must..
Next are the smiles you gift to the one,
In bundles of joy you bring sheer fun..

At times give the warmth of your touch,
Some tender words you speak affect so much..
Now that you know how to imply,
Let me answer the question, Why..

When you need attention, love and care,
To god I pray to be always there..
Cause a tear in your eye breaks me apart,
The problems you face break my heart..

I love to see that smile on your face,
You are the only one no one can replace..
It feels like heaven when I am with you,
You complete my world and that is true..

The moments of my life which I would savor,
Are only with you so please do me a favor..
There are true feelings residing in me,
I give what I have and its all that you see..

If you still want to know how and why,
Then count the stars spread accross the sky..
As long as you count them shining above,
Those are the extremities of my love.
Why do I love is not meant to be known,
How much I love you I have always shown..
Cause if i give you the answers you yearn,
Theres more about love you'll never learn..
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Your Life's Blue Sky...

Don't need an assurance for every little thing,
A promise isn't something you have to cling..
Well the reason is quite simple and clear,
When you love something just hold it dear..

Passing time and distance mean nothing to us,
Just got to focus on our affection and trust..
Keep your thoughts all positive and brave,
Just think about all of the loving i gave..

Treat each moment with your inner strength,
Witness a smile stretched beyond it's length..
So that no sorrows will ever daunt you in life
Nothing will bring you no trouble and strife..

Never say die is an attitude you should carry,
Smile right through the situations that vary..
Just give it the best you can bring from within,
Inhale as much freshness as you can breath in..

Within you is an energy pumping your thought,
Make it the greatest lesson life's ever taught..
Believe in your actions they are your best tutor,
Craft your own bright destiny for your future..

So show me that smile that turns the world around,
Start your flight up high don't stick to the ground..
When you have me with you there's nothing to fear,
Blue sky of your life is all bright and all clear..
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